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CHAPTER I 

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS IN 

DEAF PERSONS': A SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

Any disability, whether physical, mental, or emotional, 
carries with it a multitude of potential handicaps. For 
the person with a physical problem there are considerations 
of ac~essibility, relationships, mental, and emotional ad­
justment as well as difficulties encountered in employment, 
recreation, and education. :The purpose of this' chapter'is 
to look at the ramifications of a hearing disability. More 
specifically it well inyestigate the lit~rature relating to 
the mental and emotional adjustment problems of the deaf. 
Although educational and vocational services for the deaf 
are of great importance~ strict limitations will define the 
comprehension of this paper. The concern here is with per­
sonal and social adjustment and the,developmental' struqt~res 
that constrict that adjustment in some deaf individuals. 
Some progress has been made in meeti~9 th~ 'most basic 
needs of deaf persons, but a maze of more complicated and 
delicate needs are only I?-0w being fully studied. 
This paper will identify the problems faced by deaf 
people in terms of social and emotional adjustment, and then 
2 
discuss the research on factors which contribute to the 
. 
problems. The first section will define deafness, inves­
tigate the psychological characteristics of the ,deaf, and 
then identify the incidence of mental or emotional problems. 
The second section will review the literature on factors 
which contribute to the emotional. problems of the deaf. The 
final section will review the literature on the service 
system available to the deaf. Throughout this, presentation, 
the writer will summarize with personal conclusions. These 
. 	 summaries will both caps.ulize the literature and explain the 
writers value stance. 
Definition of the Problem 
Population. 
Rath~r than complicate this presentation with degrees 
of deafness and decible loss categories, a definition will 
be brief. The classical distinctions of the conference of 
Executives of American Schools for the Deaf (1938) adequately 
identifies the disabili ty of deafness •. 
1. The deaf: Those in whom the sense of hea~ing is 
non-functional for the ordinary purposes of life. 
This general group is made up of two distinct classes 
based entirely on the time of the loss of hearing:
tAl The congenitally deaf: Those who were born deaf. 
(Bl The adventitiously deaf: Those who were born with 
'normal hearing but. in whom the sense of hearing became 
non~functional later through illness or accident. 
2 •. The hard of hearing: Those in whom the sense of 
hearing, although defective, is functional with or 
without a hearing aid. 
The definition of deafness, then, as it is used here, relates 
3 
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1, 
primarily to the usability of hearing, rather that a quan­
titative loss. In order to fully understand the 
~ 
handicapping 
condition of deafness, one further distinction needs 
clarification. Those who are congenitally deaf and those 
adventitiously deafened before the age of four are usually 
considered "pre-:-lingually deaf." -Since the development of 
,speech patterns is not normally acquired, but has to be 
taught to the pre-lingually deaf through- special training 
methods, these children stand in the greatest need of 
services. 
There are more than 1,767,000 deaf, people in the 
United states (Schein and -Delk, 1974:16). Over 2frO,OOO of 
these people were prelingually deafened. Bolton (1976:2)' 
suggests that the total number of deaf people has increased 
with the population. 
The proportion of the United States population who 
are deaf has remained relatively constant for the 
last 100 years. Since the population has been in­
creasing at an" aCGelerating rate, so has the number 
of deaf perspns. Furthermore, because of advances 
in medical science, the proportion of children post­
lingually deafened (after the age of 4 years) has 
decreased markedly. More than 96 percent of the 
deaf children of primary school, age today were 
either born deaf or were deafened before the age of 
two years (90 percent, were born deaf). 
The annual "Directo~y of Program~ and Services" from 
the American Annals of the Deaf (April 1976:144) reco~ds 
52,485 students enrolled'in the 745 schools and classes 
included in the directory. The large majority of these 
students are pre-lingually deaf and th~refore stand in need 
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of the most assistance in education and in personal 
adjustment. 
Psychological Characteristics. 
Both educators and rehabilitation counselors have been 
concerned through the years about the apparent differences. 
in the adjustment of deaf persons.when compared to those who 
hear. Although everyone seemed aware o~ t?ese differences, 
little scientific knowledge had accrued regarding what 
Thomas Gallaudet, 160 years ago called "Psychical deaf~ 
mutism. If Edna Levine (1962) attempts to del·ineate the' 
meaning of this phrase and suggests: "Its main attributes 
are lags and/or distortions in mental, social, emotional, 
and scholastic d~velopment in the context of normative 
potentials." (537). It is these more subtle handicapping 
conditions with which this paper i~' concerned. 
The peculiar situation of the deaf has provided a 
,. fertile field for the research and theory building of 
psychologists since the foundations. of the science. 
Rudolph Pinter is commonly held as the father of·psychology 
of the deaf since he was the first to seriously study the 
i· 	 adjustment differences of deaf people. His studies were 
varied and numerous in the early part of this century. The 
results however offered little direct assistance to the 
educators who were so helpful that explanations would be 
provided. There were often conflicting ~esults, but the 
first scientific attempt at understanding "psychical deaf­
1 
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mutism," had been undertake~. Perhaps it is a critique of 
subsequent studies, or perhaps "a salute to Pinter, but his 
findings provide the basic foundation, even today, of the 
psychology of deafness. 
,Numerous research studies have been undertaken since 
the Pinter Period. In one study (Myklebust, 1960) all ten 
,scales of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. 
were .administered to deaf and hard o~ hearing groups. 
Statistical analysis showed that the deaf mal·es 
were significantly different from the normal on· 
all ten scales. Except for Social Introversion, 
this difference was -in the direction of greater 
maladjustment ••. the two most deviant scores' were 
on the scales of Schizophrenia and Hypomania. (140) 
Although the results of this study are. highly criticized 
because of the verbal dependency of the MMPI, most other 
research and observation lend credence to Myklebust's 
conclusion: 
••• it cannot be deQied that a hearing loss, 

regardless of the age at onset, 'has .importance 

in terms of self-concepts, in ego-functioning 

and in psycho-sexual relationships. (Myklebust, 

.. 1960:l45). 
Berlinsky (1952:49-50) concluded 'from his review of 
~esearch on personality and social adjustment that ·the deaf 
seem to reach the same level of adjustment as hearing people, 
but notes that they have more trouble adjusting to their 
environment, are more ego-centric and less mature in terms 
of judgement and social competence. Meyerson (1963:143), 
however, clearly states that his review of the literature 
implies that" ••• deafness is ~ot'directly related to 
6 
personality in the sense that it requires a particular kind 
~ 
of adjustment." Not deafness itself, but the environmental 
restraints caused by it may be responsible for some adjust­
ment differences. These are factors of environment and not 
som~thing innate in deafness. A more recent study (Schuldt 
and Schuld-t, 1972) considered twenty empirical personality 
.studies of deaf children published since 1950 and concluded 
that deaf children manifest abnormal personality character­
istics and less adequate adjustm~nt when compared to 
hearing children. 
Incidence of Emotional Problems. 
H"aving generally identified the deaf as exhibiting 
behavior that is'more ego-centric, lacking in positive self-
concept and often socially inadequate, -other studies have 
tried to determine the rate at which deaf persons exhibit 
severe emotional or mental health problems. 
Rainier and his, associates (1963) underto'ok a, full ~ 
scale census of the deaf population of New York State in the 
late 1950·s. Their findings indicate that the rate of 
severe psychiatric disorders among deaf persons was about 
the same as the rate among the hearing population. With one 
exception the deaf showed'the same amount or less mental and 
emotional problems, as the general population. A marked 
increase in the incidence of "problems in living" was noted 
among the deaf. These problems were s~own in an unusually 
'high incidence of crime and other anti-social behavior ,among. 
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deaf persons. Among deaf criminals in New York, 60 percent 
had been convicted of sex-related offenses. Several expla­
nations were suggested for the usually high rate, particular 
concern was mentioned about the possible lack of adequat,e 
role patterning in residential 'school situations. 
In analyzing the records of ·the Langley Porter Neuro­
.psychiatric Institute in San Francisco, Schlesinger and 
Meadow (1968) found that from 1965-67 eight percent of the 
children applying ,for treatment ~ere hearing-impaired. This 
compares to an inc~dence rate for deafness among thepopula­
,tion of only one percent. Grinker, (1969:10) report~ similar 
findings at the Illinois state Hospital. Heari~g problems 
were seven times more frequent among state hospital patients 
than in the general population. 
The behaviora,l and emotional problems of deaf children 
have received greater attention in the literature'through the 
years, than have t~e problems of adults. The incidence of 
mental health pr9blems among all' children is of great 
concern. The Joint Commission of Mental Health of Children 
(1970:150) estimates: 

"Ten to 12 percent of children and youth have major 

psychological problems, 2-3 percent suffer from 

mental illness including psychosis, and another 

8-10 percent have serious emotional problems. I.' 

Several studies of the deaf school samples have indi­
cated that for deaf children, the incidence of emotional 
problems' is even higher. McKay Vernon (1968} studied a 
'sample of deaf students from the California state School at 
8 
Riverside and reported that 34 percent of his sample were 
judged to have emotional problems, while 6.3 percent were 
judged to be psychotic. 
In an extensive stu~y of the school population at the 
Berkeley campus of the California School for the.De~f, 
teachers identified 31.2 percent of their students as being 
.either mildly or severely disturbed (Meadow and Schlesinger, 
1971). This study was modeled after a study of the 
Los Angeles public schools in which only 2.4 percent o~ the 
students were identified as severely disturbed. While 7.3 
percent of the students in Los Angeles were rated as moder­
ately disturbed, among the deaf this rate rose to 19~6 
percent. 
,The Office" of Demographic Studies (1973:l7) collected 
extensive data on nearly 35,000 deaf childre~ during,the 
1970-71 school year. They report that the most common 
~additional handicapping condition" noted by teachers' was 
emotionaL or behavioral problems. The rate for this 
condition was 95.9 per 1,000 deaf,students. 
In another study, the families of almost every deaf 
child between the ages of 5 and 15 in the Vancouver, B.C. 
area were interviewed (Freeman, et. al., 1976:396). Among 
the finding,of the study is that "On global ratings, 22.6 
per~ent of the deaf children were judged to have P?ychiatric 
disorders of a moderate or severe degree." The method of 
determining'disorders varies, but it does seem apparent that 
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deaf children are in greater risk of having emotional and 
behavioral problems than are normal children. 
Personal Conclusions. 
The research seems to confirm the suspicion that with 
the peculiarities observed in deaf personality, the deaf are 
more'likely to be found emotionally and behaviorally deviant. 
The fact that four of the five studies included here show 
twice the incidence of behavioral and emotional problems 
among deaf children, indicates that something is wrong with 
the ,environment and supp'ort given to the deaf. In ,order to 
understand why deaf children have more problems in adjust­
ment, a close investigation of the environment in which deaf 
children deve~op is called for. Maladjustment is not a part 
of deafness ,it is a function of the environmental' con-.' 
straints placed on, deaf children. 
Factors Contributing to Emotional Problems 
Considerable research in recent years has investigated 
the impact of early childhood de,afness "on learning and 
s~cial adjustment. Two primary factors seem to account, ~or 
the unusually high rate of social problems among the deaf. 
Communication difficulty is perhaps the most obvious factor 
that inhibits normal development of deaf children. The 
other factor is more subtle. Much of the research has 
pointed to stress points in the development of deaf children. 
These stresses have an impact on his personality and his 
social development. 
10 
Framework for Discussion. . 
'Attention will be focused here on the literature and 
research that relates to those factors which make the 
development patterns for deaf children different from those 
f~r normal hearing children. Moores '(1973) has noted that 
more than a hearing .loss is involved when deafness is 
'discovered. The entire family is immersed in emotional 
upheaval', confusion, concern '~nd special services. As 
Marshall (1974) aptly notes: 
From a parent's viewpoint, the diagnosis of a 
handicap is not the end. It is not even the 
beginning of the end, but ratner the end of the 
beginning of a lQng series' of life adjustments. 
~~. 
Since the personality development and social adj~stment 
of a child cannot be separated from the environment that 
s'urrounds him, the literature will be reviewed following a 
framewo,rk of family stress periods proposed by Moored (19,73}'. 
He points out that' particularly strong emotion is involved, 
in the transition periods in the life of any family. For a 
family with a deaf child, the stress of these transition 
'periods is amplified. 
,Four periods seem to' be 'particularly stressful in the 
'family life of a deaf child: (1) the process of identifi­
cation, (2) the entrance into the school, (3) the beginning 
of adolescence, and (4) early adulthood. In each transition 
period, the question of communication arises. The handicap 
·of deafness impedes the communication ·in the home, in the 
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school, on the job and in social relationships. Mindel and, 
Vernon (1974:59) note that while an average five year old is 
aware of and can use from five to twenty-six thousand words 
and has considerable syntactical skill, a deaf child is often 
fortunate if he can use 200 words, even with ear~y and 
constant oralism training. Although involved in each stress 
.period the communication factor is critical at the earlier 
stages of development. 
Process of Identification. 
The birth of a child into a family is in its~l£ a 
potential life crisis. It involves a shifting of life styles 
and role responsibilities for- every member of the family. 
Ross, (1964) identifies some of the meanings that parents 
give to their idealized, potential child. He may be the 
product, quite literally, of his'mother's labo~, a personal 
achievement. Perhaps ,he is thought of as a "gift," of the 
mother to her husband, or tO'her own mother, or a gift from 
God and a sign of blessing. Often the child is the comple­
tion or matur~ty statement of·the'parents, the final factor 
to make their family normal and ,acceptable. 
?arental Reaction. 

In most cases, t,he parents themselves are the first' to
j 
1 
" 
suspect that "something is wrong" with their child. 
Fellendorf and Harrow (1970) in their survey of 260 families 
with deaf children found that in '70 perce?t of the cases the 
parents were the first 'to suspect a' hearing loss. This 
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suspicion begins a series of emotional reactions in parents 
'which,have been identified as shock-bewilderment-sorrow­
'anger-guilt (Ross, 1964 and Meadow, 1968b). Shock and 
bewilderment brought on by the unexplained presence of a 
handicap that parents know nothing about, is usually followed 
by a real sense of mourning.over the loss of their dreams 
.for the ideal child. This sorrow is often followed py anger 
at their fate, ,or anger at the child, for destroyfng their 
dreams. Anger', however, is an unacceptable parental response 
for ,mos't people and thus engenders guilt feelings in the 
parents. If left unresqlved,' these t'eelings of resentment 
and guilt con,tinue,to complicate the developmental environ­
ment,of ,the deaf child and the family equilibrium of the 
parents and other siblings. 
Diagnostic Process. 
Once, th~ suspicion has been raised, the pa~ents b~9in 
the process of having their ~ears confirmed. Since deafness 
is a 'rare happening, parents report that 0ften they have 
great difficulty in getting doctors to agree with their 
suspicions. Parents are cast into a long and confusing 
chain of referrals from physician to specialists. 
In seeking a medical diagnosis parents 'have certain 
expectations that are often frustrated by the professionals 
they contact. Meadow (~968b) identifies the problem as a 
role discrepancy. While parents seek both medical facts and 
a sharing in their grief, doctors often kn,ow Ii ttle about 
13 
deafness, can give little definite information, and feel 
uncomfortable in an affective role. Survey data $eem to 
support this contention. In Meadow's (1968b) study of 33 
families with congenitally deaf children, one third said 
that the doctor denied their suspicion of a hearing impair­
ment and 60 percent of the sample 'consulted four or more 
.physicians before r~ceiving a definite diagnosis. 
Fellendorf and Harrow (1970) found that Bl percent of the 
families in their survey were co~vinced of the diagnosis 
after from one to,~hree seperate physicians. Barasch (1968) 
notes however that parents of hearing impaired child~en are 
much more likely than parents of other handicapped' children 
to seek 
, 
as many as 
' 
five or more diagnosis. He' suggests 
they are often in a s'earch for a more positive pr~gnosis or 
a wishful reduction of their child's handicap. 
A recent study of nearly every case of childhood 
deafness (Freeman,. et. al., 1976) found that in 54 per~ent 
of the cases ,for, which detailed histories could be obtained, 
the family physician was said to have rejected the parental 
suspicion ,with, or without, some sort of test. In another' 
20 percent of the cases the physician was unsure. Half the 
~hysicians agreed to a referral for special assessment, but 
36 percent refused to refer. 
For whatever reason, the diagnostic process is a 
lengthy and difficult time for parents of a deaf child. 
Fellendorf' (1970) found that 72 percent' of the children were 
diagnosed by 18 months and F,reeman (1976) found the ave·rage 
• 
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age of diagnosis for cases within the Vancouver area was 
23.9 	months. 
Inadequate Information. 
One of the parents expectations of the medical pro­
fession is an explanation of the cause of the deafness and 
its potential consequences. Parents resent the limited time 
,spent 	by professionals interpret~fig the diagnosis fOr them 
and explaining its impact (Barsch, 1968). In studies with 
mentally retarded children, Zuk (1962) found etiology im­
portant to paren~s since their own anger and gui1i are 
, 	 . 
deeply involved in the identification of a handicap in their 
child .. 
This need for an explanation is left unsati$fied for 
most parents of deaf children. Meadow (1968b:303) notes 
that in her study, a fu~l 80 percent of the parents had no 
info~mation on the' etiology of the deafness. Freeman 
(1976:393) considered nearly every deaf child in the area, 
inc1udinq those deafened in later childhood, and found that 
43.6 per'pent of the cases were of, "unknown cause. II 
Fellendorf's (1970:54) finding that 49 percent of the 
families responding to his survey were not satisfied with 
i the advice and diagnosis they received from specialists is 
I' partially related to inadequate etiological explanation. 
I The final' activity in the diagnostic process is the 
deafness. Freeman (1976:393) co~sidered nearly every deaf 
child in the' area, incl,uding those deafened in late~ child­
hood! and foupd that 43.6 percent of the cases were of 
15 
"unknown cause." 
Fellendorf's (1970:54) finding that ,49 percent of the 
families responding to his survey were not satisfied with 
the advice and diagnosis they received from specialists if 
partially related to unadequate etiological explanation. 
The final activity in .the diagnostic process' is the 
.entry into the field of special services. Although the 
diagnosis of the impairment is made in the medical field, 
the amelioration and treatment of it is not usually medical 
(Meadow, 1968b}. Referral must be made to multiple services 
that will be required for the language, education, and 
emotional development of the child. 
r.n most cases, the doctor was not a source of relevant 
advice after the·di~gnosis. Fellendorf (1970~57) found that 
37 percent of the respondents to his survey found thetr best 
advice after the diagnosis from a local hearing and speech 
center. Another 17 percent depended on 'the Alexander Graham 
Bell Association or its John Tracy Clinic·for help and 
1 advice. The Tracy Clinic is 'a kind of ,correspondence coursel. 
that provides parents with a program for teaching speech and 
oralism to very young children. The parents correspond' with 
one staff member who can become a source of help in many 
area's of parental concern. In Meadow's study (1968b) 90 
percent 'of the families has had some contact with the Tracy 
Clinic, 'but few actually finished the program. 
Although most families seem to seek information from 
the A. G. Bell Association, Moores (1973:119) is concerned 
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about the negative impact it can have on some families. 
'" 
One can only guess how many thousands of families 
have been harmed by the counseling of well-meaning 
but misinformed individuals whose advice has really 
been aimed primarily, not at the healthy develop­
ment of the deaf child, but rather at the neurotic, 
selfish needs of parents who want. their children, 
as ~sychologidal extensions of themselv~s~ to be 
"normal," i.e., speaking. 
Another sou+ce of early help for parents is the pre­
school training that many 'deaf children receive. The Office 
of .Demographic Studies '(1972) .reported that during the 
1970-71 school year, their survey of programs for the deaf 
show approximately '10,000 children under six y~ars of age 
were enrolled in pre-school programs and about half 6f 'these 
parents'were receiving sbme kind of training related to their 
child's' heari~g loss. 
Moores (1973:21) reports on a study of the differences 
tn parents as a function of their deaf child's pre-school 
program. ,One of the findings showed that: 
Fathers and mothers of' deaf children in oral-only 
programs ,bel~eved the primary function of an edu­
cational curriculum for hearing-impaired children 
was to develop speech and speech reading skills. 
Parepts of children'in programs utilizing both 
oral and manual communication, however, believed 
the primary function was to provide appropriate 
instruction in academiG skills such as reading, 
language'and writing. 
H~nce, Moore suggests that parents receive advice 'and 
attitudes from these pre-school programs that often reflect 
the prejudice of the teacher or program director rather 
than 'what may be in the best interests ~f the chi~d. 
'Interestingly, Meadow (l968b) notes that 60 percent of the 
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children in' her study with deaf parents received no pre­
school training, while only 18 percent of the hearing parents 
did not participate in the pre-schools. 
Child Rearing Practices. 
The process of identification cannot be totally 
separated'from the· practices of rearing the child. The final 
part of this first se.ction will briefly survey the literature 
regarding the child rearing practices of parents with 
handicapped children. 
Much of the research deali~g with handtcapped children 
and the practices of parents ~ndicate two ba'sic re'sponses: 
over-protection and unexplai.ned punishment (Mindel and 
Vernon, 1974:461. Most parents of normal children automat­
tcaliY.develop a.method of providing discipline and expecta­
tions from a composite of memori.es, ambitions., accomplish-: 
mentSI and comparisons with, other s~bli~gs and peers, or 
" ~rom soci.etal expectations. For the parent of the handi­
capped child, these expectations do not always fit. 
Within the complex of emotions that involve the parents 
.... 	 of a deaf child is the frustration over what to expect from 
the child. Their child is different, and in some cases 
cannot'be expected to me~sure up to the requirements placed 
on normal children. The parents themselves usually sift out 
a set of expectations that take into account the handi~ap arid 
the special. needs of their child without professiorial 
assistance. Ross (1964:129) .indicates th~t these expectations 
can and should be set, but sometimes this process is 
,18 

complicated by the unresolved emotional problems of the 
parents-. 
Largely bec"ause of such inappropriate emotions as 
guilt and pity toward the handicapped child they 
feel constra~ned in enforcing discipline in the 
same manner in which they would for an unimpaired 
child. 
Unless the'emotional reactiqn to the diagnosis of impairment 
,has been integrated and resolved by ,the parents, further 
complicatio'nsappear throughout the'p~re:nt-child relation­
ship. Parents express their guilt, if it has not been 
~esolved, in,three typical respopses: a fervor for pre­
scription techniques that 'becomes almost puni~ive; a 
sliding from over-prote~tion to out-right rejection; ~r a 
commitment to self-sacrifice and martyrdom (Meadow, 1968b). 
The impact' of these responses can be devastating not only 
on the child but to the entire family (Ross, 1964). 
Schlesinger and Meadow (1972c) compared the child-
parent relationship of forty pre-school deaf children , 
against hearing pre-schoolers. In observqtions of the 
mother-child reactions, the mothers of deaf children were 
more intrusive, less flexible and less encouraging than the 
mothers of hearing children. Information from interviews of 
child-rearing practices indicated: 
, , 
Almost two-thirds of the mothers with deaf children 
reported using control of the environment to.pro­
tect their children from (street accidents), com­
pared to only one-quarter of the mothers of hearing 
children.•. It is difficult to say where reality­
stops and "over-protection'" begins. Fully 20 per-' 
cent of the mothers with hearing children report 
,.some kind of "close call" \,'lith cars and children, 
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-compared to only 3 percent of the mothers with 
deaf chiidren (103). '\ 
The study in Vancouver (Freeman, et. al., 1976) sustantiates 
these findings with a significant difference noted between 
parents ,of deaf child and-normai children in terms of 
restr~cting and environment. 
The communication factor is 'important to note at this­
·point. Hans Furth (1966) I a linguist who has studied the' 
learning ability of deaf 'children not€s that because of the 
lack of meaningful communication w~th their environment, 
deaf children are deprived of learning stimulation in much 
the same way that the poor or minority groups are deprived. 
Schles:lnger and Meadow (l972c) show that this learning _ 
depriyation includes learning social skills as well as 
-academic material •. In their studie·s, deaf children with 
deaf parents (wl;lere manual communication is learned 
naturally) scored higher in nearly every academic and so'cial 
adj~stment factor.' However, the research i~d1cates that 
~arents of deaf children as a rule seem to be over-protectiv~ 
to a degree beyond the restrictions necessitated by the 
. handicap·. 
Personal Conclus~on. 
This ,section has indicated that the birth of a deaf 
child is a traumatic experience ,for a family. In addition 
to the initial 'shock' and bewilderment, the family must 
rearrange priorities and then begin the. frustrating process 
of diagnosis and prescription. Resentment and 'guilt ar~ not 
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uncommon reactions to the disillusionment, emotion, 'time, 
and money that must be invested in the diagnosis 
~ 
and treat- ' 
ment of the handicapp~d child. Professionals offer some 
technical expertise, but most parents either resolve their 
own emptional problems, or have them complicate~ by poor ad­
v!ce,'then to be expressed at some later stage in their 
.child's development. 
There are measureable differences in the early life of 
.the deaf child and in the relati~nship,he enjoys with his 
parents. The maze of responsibilities 'and hardships placed 
on the, parents combined with emotional stress and lack of 
communication all impact, the' parenting process with deaf 
children. 
It is not possible to draw a direct relationship 
between anyone factor noted here and the emotional problems 
of deaf children but normal'development seems clearly 
hampered by these blockages to a full parent-child relation­
ship. Tne conflicting advice, lac~ of adequate information 
and lack. of affective support through this system indi,cate 
the need for special direction and follow along services to 
assist'in the medical and parenting process with deaf 
children. 
Entrance Into the School Situation. 
~ 
The second' major step in the spcialization o~ any 
child, is his entrance into school. For .the parent of the 
deaf child, this is an especially ~tressful movement since a 
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number of educational decisions have to be made. Two'major 
, ... 
teaching methods are employed rn schoolsfor the deaf: ,the 
strict oral approach and the total ~ommunication approach. 
In addition to a decision on method, parents must be con­
cerned with the .setting in which the education will take 
place~ Re~idential school, .a day sehool for deaf students, 
. ,or an integrated regular clas'sroom are options in some areas. 
A sur.vey by Craig and otners (1976:63) indicates that '30.16 
percent of the residential schools, 65.45 percent of the 
day schools and 73.60 percent of. the day classes in regular 
sc~ool~ provided s?me kind of integration program during 
the 1974-75 school year. More and more children have been 
included in integration and nmainstreaming" efforts in 
recent years, especially since the 1975 Education for All 
Handicapped Children Act, but often the schools make the 
determination on who wil'l be. int~grated. 
Two principle factors contribute to the stress for 
families at this stage: the method of instruction which 
provide the academic basis for future life, and the social 
environment offered by each school setting. This section 
will investigate the literature as it relates to these 
factors. 
Communication Method •. 
P~obably the greatest volume of research in the field 
of deafness has related to the educational deficiency of 
deaf students. No single type of school setting can be held 
fully responsible, but studies,have documented consistent 
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educational retardation among,deaf children. Mindel and 
Vernon (1974:88-93) 'have gathered together a n~ber of 
rece,nt studies. 
In the most extensive current s~rvey of the educa­

tion achievement (Boatner, 1965 and McClure, 1966) 

which included ninety-three percent of the deaf 

students sixteen years and older in the United 

States, only five percent of the students achieved 

at a tenth grade level or better. Most of this 

five percent were ha~d of hearing or' adventi­

tiously deafened. Sixty percent were at grade 

level 5.3 or below and thirty percent were 

functionally illiterate [94)'. 

Among the many studies of this problem, one 'by the 
Advisory Committee 'on Education of the Deaf (Babbige, 1965) 
'found the problem seemed to increase i~ the later years. 
At no age was the median grade average as high 'as 

the seventh grade despite the fact that the bulk 

. of those included, were at least high school leaving 

age (22]. 
Traditionally the low achievement of deaf children 
has been considered a part of the handicap and a function 
of being deaf. However recent comparatiye studies have 
indicated that communication'method and restricted educa­
tional opportunities limit the educational achievement of 
deaf 'chi ldren • 
In their comparison of $tudents in residential schools, 
who uSe total communication, with students in day school 
using the oral-only method, Schlesinger and Meadow (1~72c) 
found that day students s~ored higher in math, reading, ,and 
general grade level than did residential students. Eowever, 
those day students who had been exposed to Total Communication 
were nearly a grade level higher than those in residential 
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schools. Day students in strictly oral programs were less 
markedly above residential students. 
, A series of research projects have been conducted to 
measure the a,chievement of children who use manual communi­
cation from early childhood when measured agains~ children 
who are taught by the oral-only method. The manual commun'i­
~ation group has been composed al~ost ~xclusively of deaf 
children of deaf parents. This relatively small group (less 
than ten percent of the prelingually deaf children in'the 
country) provides afascinating control group to measure the 
, . 
, innate influence of deaxness and impact of early communication. 
Mindel and Vernon (1974:75-79) note many of these 
. I 
studies in their plea for greater acceptance of t~tal,commu-
nication. The ,majority of the nine studies they cite were 

. aimed at ,the academic an~ language proficiency of the sub­
jects, but several looked at ~ome areas of personal adjust­
ment. Their synopsis shows that far from retarding academic 
'and socia~ development, early manual training e~hances most 
phases o~ development. Only in o~e study (Quigley and 
Frisina, 1961) and then only in speech did the oral group 
score higher than the manual group. 
Social Environment. 
In addition to the educational disadvantages facing 
the deaf child and the stress that causes his family, there 
is a social consideration'which must be taken into account 
as well. There are advantages and disadvantages to both the 
residential's~tting and the day school placement. 
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Although mainstre~ing is a growing concept, for at 
least half the deaf students in the country, the residential 
school is best or only option (Bolton, 1976). To a great 
extent, this placement at age three or four means that the 
famil.y is at least partially repl~ced by the institution as 
the socializing agent for t~e deaf child. 
Most studies of residential schools have indicated 
that .institutionalizatiori has a negative impact on students. 
Barker (l953:206) in his review of the research concludes 
that the residential schools nar~ not optimal environments· 
for the development of social maturity." The one exception 
most.often cited in the literature is a study by Quigley and 
'risina (19611 which found,no evidence that living in an . 
institution had a detrime.ntal effect on deaf teenagers 
either academically or socially. Most residential schools 
have become aware in recent years of the need to provide a 
closer association with families and more opportunity to 
experience the community outside the institution and have 
undertaken special programs (Youngs, 1976). 
Schlesinger and' Meadow {1972c} compared the adjustment 
of three groups of deaf students: residential students'with 
deaf parents (group 1)'; residential students with hearing 
parents (group 2); and day school students with hearing 
. parents . (group 3). Their data'indicated that group 1, the 
children of deaf parents, scored higher in almost all 
indicators of social adjustment than did their peers with 
hearing parents. They did find, however, that the day 
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students rated significantly higher in appropriate sex role 
identification than did either group in the residential 
school. Day students (group 3) scored almost. the same as 
group 1 in matur'ity and responsib~lity and were rated .high~r 
in all indicators ·than residential students with hearing 
parents. 
It appears from this data that deaf children with 
hearing parents have· an advantage in terms of social adjust­
ment if' they stay at home with. t~eir parents rather than 
attending a reside~tial school. Further investigation of 
the data indicated that family climate was a strong factor 
in the adjustment scenario. Family climate affected day 
students to a greater degree than it did residential students 
~nd was a more significant factor in the development of 
self-image among children with hearing parents than among 
those whose parents were deaf. (Meadow, 1969, Schlesinger 
and Meadow, 1972c: 136) .' 
. . 
The re~idential environment is necessarily somewhat 
'\ restricted in terms of family life modeling. What might ~e 
considered family cho'res are provided by maintenance staff', 
privacy and leisure. time are less available, security and 
.supervision are maximized~ and community contact is limited. 
The grea~ advantage of the institution however is that 
social contact with other. deaf students is constant. There 
is an opportunity to exc.el among equals and to build close 
friendships. 
If the day school environment has.more positive results 
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in terms of social adjustment, it must be considered that 
. 
family climate is a strong variable for the day student, and 
social relationships will be less constant. Meadow (1969) 
conducted a survey pf matched pairs of deaf children with 
hearing parents 'and with qeaf parents in.Califor~ia. She 
found that the group with deaf parents scored consistently 
higher on the Vineland Self-i~age.'Scale than did the group 
with hearing parents. She contributes this, at least par­
tially, to the existence' of an e~rly system of meaningful 
conununication .. 
Among those children. with hearing parents, the ability 
to 'communicate took on added significance. '. 
Communication ability has the strongest effect on· 
the self-image of children with hearing parents. 
,Only 21 percent of the children with hearing 
parents and below average communication skills 
scored high the se1 f.- image test, compared to 56 
percent of the children with hearing parents 
whose communication abil.i ty was above average .. 
(Among the children' with deaf parents about 60 
percent scored high in self-image, regardless 'of 
rating for communication.). (Meadow, 1969:436). 
In studies of the social relationships of integrated 
hearing impaired children (not profoundly deaf), Force (1956) 
found that hearing-impaired ~hildren were picked less often 
as playmates than, any other handicapped group except cerebral 
palsied children. He .suggests that the presenc~ of a visible 
handicap (a hearing aid) causes aversion in the other chil~-. 
ren; Elser (1959) makes the opposite conclusion •. He found 
that among 9 to 12 year olds, those with .the least severe 
impairment (those without 1!-earing aids) were the least 
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acceptable. He notes, though, that no impaired, student was 
as acceptable as normal peers •. 
. Kenned~ and Bruininks (1974). studied 15 fully integrated 
hearing impaired students and found that they rated signi­
ficantly higher in'popularity.than their normal peers. 
Although these finding are different, the bulk of the research 
(Shears and Jensema, 1969) shows that handicapped children 
will .not be accepted as easily as normal children. 
Personal Conclusions~ 
·The decision on a school placement brings emotional 
stress on the family and impacts the future development of 
the child in both his academic learning and his social ad~ 
. '\\ 
justment. The parents often receive conflicting counsel 
. about methods of· instruction, programs and situations·. 
In the residential school their child will perhaps 
receive a less adequate 'education, but will have the ad­
vantage of close friendships and deaf role models. In the 
day program, the child may receive a better education, but 
'\ 	 will be stigmatized by his speaking ability, have less 
friends and more competition. The family climate and com­
munication within the family is of greater importance {f'the 
child is in a day school. If he is taught in residence the 
tamily may lose contact. Although these problems present 
themselves in early childhood, it is at school entrance that· 
the family and the deaf ~hild must face professional con­
tlicts surrounding ,deafness. 
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Beginning, Adolescence. 
At the onset of adolscence, the deaf child begins to 
become an 'adult and he and his family face the third stage of 
emotional tension. Whether he is being educated outside of 
the home, or in a day school, adolescence brings a tide of 
new realizations and concerns for both child and family. 
The deaf person must find a new role in the family, he is no 
longer' a child, but n~t yet an adult. He also becomes more 
aware of himself and is' expected 'to develop a social life 
'and begin dating. 'Finally, at this stage both parents and 
'child become aware of the employment possi,bilities of a deaf 
person and begin to be concerned about· the future. 
Family Role. 
Much of the literature notes that at adolescence, the 
child begins to express his own feeli.ngs and has to find a 
new role in the family. If the parents.have not resolved 
their seeking for no~alcy, they are struck at this stage 
~at time has run out and may be overcome with grief again. 
Because they were not helped to work through the conflict 
, when the ch~ld was young, the realization at this stage 
unleashes a tide of frustration, resentment and hostility 
·Which ,is vented on the system of profe'ssionals .that -''has niis­
guided them. (Mindel and Vernon, 1972). 
, A part of assuming anew family role is being accepted 
as a,teenager and receiving recognitio~ from his parents. 
'The question of child-reari~g re-enters at this stage ~hen 
a new set of expectations must be met. The deaf teenager 
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may be immature for his age as Moores (1972) notes, but 
p~rents are often unaware of the rea~ons for this immaturity 
and fail to use this situation to help him in developing his 
full p.otential. They may have forgotten their own over­
,protectiveness which has sheltered the deaf teen~ger from the 
very experiences that bring about maturity. Ross (1964) 
,notes· that this is a difficult t~me for the family of any 
handicapped child. Although his handicap may limit his 
abilities in some areas, they have not limited his right to 
have an opinion, make a judgement or be consulted on family 
matters. It is an important part of developmental expecta­
tion to include experiences that will lead to the child's 
full adult potential • 
. Communication is a factor in the sometimes difficult 
role adjustment for the .deaf teenager. Research has indi­
cated that with~ut adequate communication social norms and 
expeetation are not in~orporated in the behavior of deaf 
individu~ls. Mindel and Vernon (1974:100) note that .the' 
educational retardation of most d~af children combined with 
"impoverishment in general knowledge of social codes born 
of the limitations in communication resulted in an incapac­
itating naivete" in a group studied in Chicago. Further 
evidence of this naivete is indicated by Schlesinger and 
Meadow (1972c). Even if normal development can be achieved 
for some deaf children, there will still be problems with 
communication. Natural learning, role modeling, punishment 
and managemen.t can occur without verbal language but for the 
-
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deaf child communication is necessary. 
Although his mental functions are developing, his 
language is'not. Failure to develop the necessary 
accompanying and relevant language of his life 
patterns leads to progressive isolation from his 
family. The resulting frustration over the issue 
'rises at times to intolerable, heights both for him 
and his family. (Mindel and Vernon, 1974:100). 
The lack of language ability makes the communication of 
.deve1oping responsibilities difficult, if possible at all, 
for most deaf children. 
Social Life. 
It has been previously stated that deaf children in 
regular schools are not as likely to 'be chosen as friends. 
,Although a problem ,for the child, this becomes a tragedy 
f0r an adolescent. There are few opportunities for these 
children to, spend time with other' deaf teenagers because 
they are dispersed through-out the city. 
For the residential school student there are plenty 
of opportunities to have friends '" but sometimes severe 
restrictions are placed on boy-girl relationships and dating. 
Evans (1975) tested a group of students in a residential 
school and compared them to a hearing.sample the same age. 
More than twice as many deaf (24 percent) as hearing 
teens (11 percent) stated that they had never dated. 
On a test of dating knowledge 43.8 percent of the 
deaf respondents missed more than half the dating 
items compared to only 7.9 percent of the hearing 
teens (549). 
Evan's (1975) study has 'been highly criticized by educators 
(Youngs, 1975) and others because of the time lag between 
his data collection and reporting~ In recent years 
I 

I 
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residential schools have made considerable changes in 
programs and policies. However, control and management 
problems faced by school personnel remain as a real 
restriction. Because they serve "in loco parentis" they must 
protect· themselves from the "consequenc;:es" of unrestricted 
r~lationships·. 
Vocational Preparation. 
Another area of concern for both parents and child in 
,the t~enage years is career planning and wondering about 
vocational potenti~l. At adolescence the parents become 
re,aiistic about the employment horizons for their deaf child 
and seek information·on vocational preparation or 'post­
secondary training. 
The deaf t·raditionally have been employed below their 
potential (Schein and Delk, 1974, Schein, 196.8), and 'parents, 
begin to realize that preparation for a job is a more com­
plicated task for their deaf teen~ger. Bolton (1975) reports 
that 
Many deaf youth do not have the necessary develop­
mental experiences and therefore require remedial 
preparation. • . Lerman and Guilfoyle (1970) com­
pared the prevocational development of 340 deaf 
adolescents aged 12 to 20 ,and 85 normally hearing 
youth who were bro:thers and si'sters of the deaf 
subjects. The hearing youth were found to be 
. vocationally more mature; they pre'ferred jobs of 
higher socioeconomic status, they expressed 
greater consistency of vocational interests, and 
they possessed more vocational information. (12) • 
Faced with the realization that their deaf teenager, is 
not as mature vocationally, parents often seek help from the 
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schools, community colleges, or vocational rehabilitation. 
They have 	come to a transition time and are faced with a new 
array of service needs in the field of vocational prep~rati~n. 
Personal Conclusions. 
Adolescence is a time of transition for an¥ child. 
For the parents of deaf children it is a time of particular 
emot~onal stress since the wish for normalcy has not been 
realized. The hopes for improvement in speech seem dashed 
and the immaturity 'of their deaf child causes concern' about 
social ~ctivities and vocational. placement. 
, The inadequacy of the school situation may become 
critical at this stage when dating is encouraged by parents, 
but friends are scarce for the integrated student ,and, 
structures constrict the residential student. When faced 
with employment, basic s~ills become more important' than 
speech and deaf children are still below the seventh grade 
in aqademic achievement. The provision of social services is 
restricted primarily to teachers and school counselors . 
. 'Co~unication and lack of underst~nding block deaf teens and 
their parents from many other professional helpers. 
Young Adulthood • 
., 
l All the factors considered previously, the patterns of 
I 
I. 	 child rearing, the educational and social restrictions on 
'deaf. c~ildren, the communication difficul ties and parental 
reactions, all come together in the final. point of family 
stress, the entrance into adult life. Moores (1973) suggests 
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that although data is sparce, this step is probably the most 
~ 
traumatic for the deaf individual and his family. Parents 
typically see themselves reflected in their adult children 
and look for maximum adjustment, .a,happy family, and a good 
job. The differences in maturity and employment options 
frustrate their desire for the best'po~sible life for their 
,deaf son or daughter. 
Parents' of deaf children are t~pically more concerned 
about the adjustment of their deaf child. They are often 
involved in his life for a longer period, serving as a 
resource in the community, a day care assistant with his 
chil~ren, and an information source. 
For the deaf person, he may become fully aware, at this 
stage of the factor that sets him apart from the '~normal n. 
world. At this time when he moves out into the world~ the 
full impact of his stigma is realized. 
Stigma of Deafness. 
In his classic work on stigma, Goffman (1963:5) notes 
that whether stigma is based in. a physi,cal, character or 
i;.ribal malady 
~ • • an individual who might have been easily 
received in ordinary social intercourse poses a 
threat that can obtrude itself upon attention and 
turn those of us whom he meets aT..vay from him, 
breaking the claim his other attributes have upon us. 
Certainly the co~unication problems of the deaf indi­
vidual make what is at first an invisible handicap, very 
visible. The aversion that accom~anies the stigma is experi­
enced by every deaf person. The deaf child has been aware of 
3,4 

his differ'ence before his movement. into the world, but has 
often been buffered by the residential school, or the pro­
tection of his parents and family. Schlesinger and Meadow 
(1972c:i4l) found the most extreme difference in the three 

groups they compared was in the area of adjustment to 

deafness. 

Students rated highest in the dimension by their 
caretakers are the residential students of deaf 
parents (80 percent rated above the median) • 
Intermediate in ranking is Group 2, resident 
students with hearing parents (50 percent are rated 
above the median). I~ contrast only 32 percent 
of ,the day school students were rated above the 
median. 
In another study Meadow (1969) found that communication 
ability· in younger children was the strongest factor in de­
.veiqpment of a positive self-image among deaf children with 
hearing parents. 
It is not surprising that those. students who have been 
in ,the most direct contact with the hearing world would b'e 
lea'st accepting of" their difference'. 
Schroedel and Schiff (1972:66) note that contrary to 
what might be thought, teachers of deaf children and mothers 
. of deaf children have been shown to have no more favorable 
attitude.toward deafness than teachers and mothers of 
normal children. 
, A particularly important point regarding the mental 
health and development of deaf persons is what Goffman (1963) 
calls the "pivotal fact" of stigma. St~gma is a sociological 
'phenomenon and as such the individual who is' himself 
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stigmatized holds the same beliefs about identity as the rest 
-of society. The way the deaf individual is reacted to, is 
the way he will react to himself. 
Schroedel and Schiff (1972) report on a number of 
studies related to the attitude toward deafness in both 
hearing and deaf persons. Among the conclusions they offer 
,is that: 
The significantly more negative responses of deaf 
subjects ••• support the notion that deaf persons 
hold negative attitudes towards deaf persons or ' 
'deafness, or that they believe they are rejected 
more than'they actually are,.or both. (64). 
The attitudes that the deaf young adult experiences in his 
parents, his community and himself cause him to seek parti­
cular adjustment styles in adult life. 
Ad:justment. Patterns. 
Considerable lite:r:ature is available about the "deaf 
community" in the United states (Schein, 1968, Schein and 
Delk, 1974) but less is known about the deaf students who 
choose nO.t to identify wi th the deaf. 
Ma~vin Garretson (1969) has. identified three typical 
adjustment patterns for deaf young people. Forty percent 
will "withdraw from hearing society" into an exclusively 
deaf community where self-concept can flourish, their 
. . . .
commun1cat10n w11l be unchallenged and they can excel and 
lea~. At the other end of the spectrum are the 5 to 10 per­
cent who seek to be normal and t:r:Y to "pass" in the hearing 
world. They exclude th,e deaf communi ty, but often do not 
find acceptan~e with hearing friends. The rejection by 
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hearing people for this. group can and often does lead to 
considerable psychological and-personality probLems. The 
other 40 percent are "those young people. who believe they 
have learned to accept the realities of deafness in a hearing 
soci(?ty" and move easily between the greater society and the 
deaf conununity. 
Personal Conclusions. 
A~ young adulthood; the deaf student and his parents 
must face the world "head on." ,The stigma of deafness can not 
be modified by special schools o~ family supports. It cannot 
be denied that the child"is deaf and will relate to others in 
different way. The young adult may have already decided'on 
the conununity in which he will live, but the parents may need 
counsel in accepting the social differences which deafness 
may necessitate. 
Those who choose to identify within the deaf community 
will- continue to need special assis.tance when dealing wi t;.h 
the hearing world. Although social contaqts are abundant 
professional service may be inadequate. For those who choose 
to integrate with the hearing world, the chance of personality 
adjustment problems increases and the need for support . . . 
services is more urgent. 
Service Delivery Problems 
This final section will briefly identify some of the 
service system problems presented in the literature. Through­
- . 
out the 'preceding material, problems have been noted and the 
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breakdowns of delivery networks have been alluded. The 
purpose here is to point out ,those areas where research has 
been specifically directed at the delivery system for deaf 
children and their families. 
Considering-the impairments to social functioning and 
the family stress periods that have been discussed in the 
literature, it is somewhat surprising that the service system 
has received little comprehensive attention. -There have been 
reco~e~dations for education. There have been specific 
changes proposed for improving vocational rehabilitation 
service, continuing education or the diagnostic process, but 
seldom has the entire network of services been studied. 
The "Non-system'" System.' 
'In the early 1970's the Department of Health, Education 
and,Welfare contracted with the Rand ~orporation to undertake 
e , 
an intensive investigation of the delivery of service to 
handicapped children ,(Kakalik, et. al., 1974). The study 
found that the system was hardly a system at all,. It suffered 
from gross inequities, gaps in service, insufficient informa­
tion, inadequate or deficient controls, and insufficient 
resou~ces. At the bas~ of the problem, however, was not so 
much a lack ,of resources for services but an almost total 
lack 'of direction for those resources. 
Even'if a full range 6f service is available••• 
the absense of an effective local direction service 
may cause gaps in the mix of needed services a child 
receives. Gaps may also resul t fro'm the present in­
stitutional emphasis on single types of ,services. 
Many services, usually the underdeveloped ones, are 
not the p~irne respo~sibility of'any one agency. (IS) ~ 
4 
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Many ,of the difficulties that have been mentioned 
regarding the stressful'situation in which parents attempt to 
find services, are a function of this lack of direction in 
service delivery. 'The identification process is fragmented, 
the counsel available on various methods of instruction and 
school situations ,is conflicting and prejudiced. The 
avai~ability of vocational services and mental health services 
is scattered and incomplete. Any coordination of ,specialties 
is seldom even attempted. 
Alfred Kahn's (1973) appra~sal of the service delivery 
system in social services' of the United States is particularly 
applicable to the network available to the deaf and their 
families. Under the present policy in this country, human 
services are de~ivered in a residual, case-by-case approach. 
Service is offered only in a time of crisis and continuity or 
follow-up, are neither sought nor accepted. 
Recommendations. 
Ch~ugh (1973) suggests a total overhaul of, the delivery, 
system is necessary if adequate service is to be given to 
deaf persons. He recommends some of the sweeping strategies 
of community organizing (Frosser, 1973), including institu­
tional.change, deaf power movements and implementation'of a 
market mechanism (Rivlin, 1971). 
In terms of strictly diagnostic services, Marshall 
(et. al., 1974) suggests that an·approach must include a 
comprehensive assessment of the disability··and the formulation 
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of a workable treatment strategy. The review looks at 
several models for meeting these requirements, hu~ notes that 
the "yellow pages· approach" which now exists is clearly in­
adequate. Of particular concern in the identification pro­
cess are according to Marshall: direction and referral, 
which is handled by almost po one; 'prevention, which is 
grossly inadequate; identification, which depends of the sen- . 
sitiyity of the medical profession; and counseling and coor­
dination which requires the cooperation of various competing 
professionals. 
Schlesinger and Meadow (1972d) make simi·lar recommenda­
tions for the development of a comprehensive community mental 
health program for the deaf. Primary, secondary, and 
·tertiary·prevention must be included along with treatment in 
a model program. The prevention must include treatment of 
parents and families, collaboration with schools and other 
professionals, consultation, research, and community organi­
zation and awareness. 
In Freeman's (et. al., 1976) study of families with 
'deaf children, parents recommended similar services as being 
sorely needed in the service system. 
Nineteen percent (of the parents) suggested more 

help and support around the time of diagnosis; 

12. percent would. have liked to have had earlier 
contact with other parents and better pre-schools; 
10 percent wanted a reduction in the stress caused 
by the educational controversy; and 10 percent 
wanted parents to be presented with alternatives at· 
the outset. •. ' 
Although not a product of research primarily related,to 
j' 
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the deaf, Chough (1974) finds a close relationship between 
the cr~ticism of the mental health system and the system for 
serving the deaf. The Joint Commission on Mental Health of 
Children (19.70) points out that the mental h.ealth system 
tends tb be: (1) 'oriented to helping profess~onals keep 
their jobs than meeting s~rvice need; (2) oriented to re­
medial and crisis services rather than prevention; (3) ill-
coordinated and serving only a small fraction of the popula­
tion ~n need; (4) serving mainly .. those clients who are likely 
to succeed rather than those in greatest need; and"(S) ~ighly 
traditional and conservative. 
Personal Conclusions. 
The previous exposition of the factors contributing to 
the stress in families with deaf children, seems to bear out 
the concerns of these studies of the service system. The 
del:ivery of social services to the deaf and their famili'es is 
grossly inadequate'an~ requires a thorough reorganization. 
Perhaps the most" fitting conclusion has been offered by the 
Rand Study 
Insufficiency of resources is a major problem, but 
nigher funding alone will not solve the basic problems 
that we find pervaqing nearly all aspects of the 
system: complexity, lack of control and disorgani­
zation~ The system ctirrently deli~ering services to 
handicapped youth defies efficient and effective 
operation•.• (Kakalik, et. al., 1974:15). 
It ~s only through the provision of comprehensive assistance 
to families and deaf persons that the h~gh incidence of 
emotional and mental difficulties among the deaf can be 
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reduced. Many services are available, but no system exists 
which can inform, counsel, and direct deaf peop1e or parents 
of deaf children through the maze of services, needs, and 
emotional conflicts. 
1 
r 
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CHAPTER II 

SERVICE SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION FOR DEAF YOUTH 

AND THEIR FAMILIES IN PORTLAND, OREGON: 

ORIGINAL RESEARCH 

Introduction 

The literature indicates that personal and system 
. problems confront deaf youth and their families'. To test 
these trends in a local.situation, a survey was developed to 
identify the needs and service availability for families with 
deaf youth in Portland, Oreg'on. The purpose of- this study 
was to identify the existing needs and the existing system 
through which parents and deaf youth find service. 
It was determined_that three types of information were 
required to identify and measure'the availability of services 
to families with deaf children. Since the resea-rch indicates 
a need for emotional support an~ information at the time of 
diagnosis, parents would be asked to recall the proces~ ~f 
identification. Secondly, parents would be asked to identify 
the needs and services used at the present time. Finally, 
information would be needed on where parents expect to seek 
out services in the future. ' 
In Oregon, educational programming for deaf children 
and youth is coordinated by regiorial centeis in Medford, 
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Eugene, Salem, and Portland. Through these regional centers, 
the state contracts educational services to school districts. 
Portland is the largest program serving 303 deaf students 
from offices of the Portland Public School District and con­
tracting services:for neighb~ring suburban districts. 
Methodology 
Through discu'ssions with the Portland Regional Program 
for the Deaf (RPD) staff, it was decided that pa~ents of high 
school students would have required and/or sought out a 
wider variety of services than would parents of younger 
children. Through t~e ye~rs support services may .have been 
needed ·and awareness of f~ture needs would be growing. 
Since per~onal information was sought, the privacy of 
both parents and students had to be assured. A preliminary 
questionna~re (Appendix B) and a letter of introduction 
(Appendix A) were prepared and mailed with return.~ostage 
to every family of a high school student registered with the 
Portland RPD (67 families) in November, 1976. This initial 
questionnaire sought information about behavioral and emo-. 
I • 
tional problems among the deaf youth and some indication of 
,adjustment patterns. If ~he parents chose to participate in 
the study, they completed the "Consent to Release of Infor­
mation" form (Appendix C) and were scheduled for an interview 
in their home • 
. Thirty-one (31) parents returned the questionnaire (46 
percent), but only 22 (32.8 percent of thos~ mailed) co~ld be 
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contacted 'for interviews. These twenty-two families consti­
tuted the sample for the study. Home interviews were con­
ducted for an average of. two hours by one researcher from 
3anuary through March, 1977. An open~ended interview fol­
lowed the structured format presented in Appendix D. Infor­
mation was gathered on problems in access, quality, and com­
preh.ension of services as well as' on additi'onal problems faceq 
by deaf teens and their families from the parent's pers·pective. 
In order to further investigate the services atid re­
ferrals offered by the school, a. survey was prepa~ed an~ dis-, 
t~ibuted t~ 15 teachers and support personn~l empioyed by the 
RPD. This questionnaire (Appendix E) asked school personnel 
to identify those students under st,udy whose "beh<:lvio.r re­
quires a disproportionate amount of the tea:cher's time," and 
the interventions they had attempted 'with those students. 
Six of the RPD staff (40 percent) returned t~e questionnaire. 
Only. two were resource room' teachers and the others were 
supervisors, vocational counselors, or other support staff. 
The respondents had been involved in the RPD for from 2 to 15 
years with a mean involvement of 7.4 years. 
Fi.ndings 
Age, Sex, Hearing Status. 
The age range of the students considered in the study 
, 	 was from 14 to 19 years of age with a mode age of 16 and a 
median of 16.41 years. The parents of seven girls (31.8 
percent of the sample) and 'fifteen boys were interviewed. 
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As rated by their parents, 77.3 percent (17) of the students 
had a "profound hearing loss," while four were rated "severe" 
and one "moderate." In terms of speaking ability, 12 (54.5 
percent) ~ere rated as "easily under~tood," sev~n p~rents 
said that only phrases were understandable and two said that 
only sounds were spok~n. F~fty-nine percent of the sample, 
>·13 students could use and understand manual communication and 
nine were completely oral. In nine families, other members 
could communicate manually with the deaf child. 
Family Composition and Residence. 
In 63.7 percent of the cases (14) the hearing-impaired 
child was living with both natural or adoptive parents. Three 
mothers were remarried, .three were separated or'divorced and 
two children were in foster care. In all> cases of' foster care 
or adoption, the hearing",-impaired child was placed in the 
present family before the age of five years. 
There were no "only children" among the sample. ',Thirty­
six percent (18) of the students had one other sibling and 
the same number (18) had two other siblings. The two largest 
families reported five children in addition to the one >w~o 
was deaf. In only four cases (18.2 percent) there was another 
hearing-impaired child in ,the family and only one parent was 
hearing~impaired. 
Almost half (10) o~ the families resided within School 
District Number 1 in the City of Portland. An equal number 
(10) lived in suburban areas surrounding Portland and two ' 
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families lived in rural areas more than 15 miles from 
.Portland. 
Diagnostic Process. 
P~rents were asked to remember as best 'they could the 
services they 'needed and/or received at the time their child 
was identified as deaf. Table 1 presents the average time 
frame within which this diagnosis occurred. 
TABLE I 
DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION: AGE RANGE, MODE·, AND MEDIAN 
BY PARENT RECOLLECTING (N=2l)* 
Ran~ Mode Median 
Age at Suspicion, 6 wks. - 18 mos. 6 mos. 8.92 mos. 
Age at Diagnosis 8 mos. - 5 yrs. 18 mos. 21.0 mos. 
Time Lag 1 mo. - 30 mos. 10/1-3/30 li.45 mos. 
No. Diagnostic Visits 2 - 5 visits 3 visits 2.9 visits 
* 	Only 21 responses are considered, since one child was not 
suspected by the parents and was identified through hearing 
screening in school at age 5. 
When asked where they received assistance in dealing 
with the emotional upset of the diagnosis, 10 (45.5 percent) 
said they received "no· help. II Of 'the parents who reported 
receiving help, the majority (58 percent of those who got 
help) found the best support from hearing and speech centers, 
other parents, schools or the John Tracy Clinic. Seventy­
seven percent (17) of the sample reported some ·contact.with 
the Tracy Clinic or the Ale~ander Graham Bell Association. 
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The same number of parents enrolled their child in some kind 
of pre-school program. 
In seeking out information about deafness and other 
needs, Table II shows that the Tracy' Clinic was considered 
.the best source of advice by half the parents. 
TABLE II 
SOURCE 	 OF I~FORMATION ABOUT ,DEAFNESS, 
BY PARENT RECOLLECTION 
Source f 
A.G. Bell Assn./Tracy Cliriic - ,11* 
Hearing & Speech Ctr. 7 
Schools 5 
Other Parents, Agen9Y 7 
No Information Available 3 
No ·Need for Information 1 
* Some respondents listed more than 
one source of information. 
Most parents felt a great need for "someone to talk with" 
about their child's development, but noted in most cases that 
pre-school teachers or other parents were the only "experts" 
available to them. A number of parents specifically mentioned 
a school visitation experience arranged for parents involved 
with the Portland Center for Hearing and Speech which afforded 
visits to each of the three schoql settings in Oregon. This 
was the only occasion i,n which pare.nts felt they received a 
full explanation of the various options for education of 
I 
• I 
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their child. 
Educational Service. 
Although the intent of this study was not to evaluate 
the edu~ational program offered by RPD, several questions 
related to the school si tuation in ,order to identi'fy service 
needs and utilization during the school years. All the 
students considered in the study were currently enrolled in a 
high school through the RPD. Ten (45.5 percent) of the stu­
,dents were placed in an oral program in a regular high school 
with assistance from a "resource room" with a teacher who was 
trained ,to assist the deaf. Six (27.3 percent) of the sample 
were in Total Communication resource room programs in two 
regular high schools and the'remaining six were' fully, inte-, 
grated into their neighborhood school with itinerate services 
from the RPD less than two hours per day. 
More than half the students (54.5 percent) had received 
, the majority of their grade school education in the RPD.' 
Three attended Tucker-Maxon Oral School (a priva'te school in 
Portland) and two were in the State School for the Deaf in 
Salem. The remaining five students either moved into Qr~gon 
recently (3) or attended a number of grade school programs. 
In determining the amount of assistance the,school 
provides for parents, the frequency of contact with the RPD 
staff during high school was asked. The responses point out 
that parents feel they contact school personnel more often 
than the school contacts them.- Forty-five percent (10) of· 
.'
. 
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the parents said the RPD staff had contacted them less than 
once a year. Five had never 'been contacted. However both 
parent- and school-initiated contacts deaf with generally the 
same problems as reported ,by the parents, with the school 
more concerned about behavior (9 to 6) and parents more con­
cerned about adjustment (6 to 3) •. 
When asked if they were satisfied, overall, with the 
education their child was, offered by the" RPD, half the parents 
(II) said "yes." Only three (3) parents answered negatively, 
and the eight (8) others (36.3 percent) had mixed reactions 
about the quality of educational service. The most -frequent 
criticisms noted by p'arent's was the lack of sociaI' activity 
(4) and the lack of cooperation with ,parents (3). Two' par­
ents in each case noted: their child was not learning but 
was being "passed along"; the RPD was,prejudiced against the 
total communication approach; and that the speech'therapy in 
high school ,was inadequate. 
Behavior and Adjustment. 
From the several questions relating to the ~djustmen~, 
maturity or behavior of their teenager, par.ent responses in­
dicated that'13 (59.1 percent) of the teenagers were well ad­
justed and 9 were not well adjusted. Seven of the parents 
who saw adjustment difficulties also identified their child 
a,s having behavior problems, but 6 other parents saw behavior 
problems even though they felt their child was reasonably 
well adjusted. 
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When parent responses are broken down by the child's 
sex, boys are identified far more often as having both ad­
justment and behavior pro~lems. Of the'15 boys in the study, 
8 (53 percent) were said to have adjustment problems and 11 
(73 percent) behavior problems. Among girls, ho~ever, the 
parents.saw adjustment problems in only one case and be­
,havior problems in only two ca~e~' {28 percent}. 
Teachers and support staff of the RPD were also asked 
to identify students with behavioral problems (i.e., "exhib­
iting behavior ~hat requires a disproportionate amount of the 
teacher's time"). They felt that 9 (40.9 percent) " of the 
students included in the study had behavioral problems. In 
six cases the school personnel and parents agreed ,that the 
student had behavior problems. However, school personnel did 
not share the concern over the behavior of four students 
identified as problemed by their parents, and added three 
students whose parents felt they had no behavior problem. 
Aft,er determining some incidence of behavioral and' 
adjustmept problems, parents were,asked to identify where 
they had received assistance or counsel in dealing with these 
problems. Less than half (45.4 percent) felt the school 
personnel had been helpful. Table III presents t~e responses 
of parents regarding help from the school. The parents of 
children with behavior problems find the school slightly 
more helpful than do those parents whose children do not 
exhibit behavior problems. If the school has also identified 
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the student as problemed, ,most parents found the'intervention 
helpful, but 33 percent did not. The parents of girls saw 
the s~hoo1 as less helpful than did parents of the boys. 
TABLE III 
PARENT RATING OF THE SCHOOL AS A RESOURCE FOR 
ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS; BY SEX OF CHILD AND 
IDENTIFICATION OF BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS 
N, ~-: .. School, Help ful? ~. 
- YES NO 
All Parents 22 10 12 
Parents of BOyS 15 9 6 
Parents of Girls 7 1 6 
P~rertts Who Identified 
Behavior Problems 13 7 6 
Parents Who Identified 
No Behavior Problems 9 3 6 
Parents Who Acknow1edg-e 
School Intervention 9 ,6 3 
When 'they were asked where they did find help in deal­
ing with behavior or adjustment problem, there w'ere varied 
responses. Four parents went to mental health agencies and 
4 to the University Medical School. Three went to teachers, 
2 to the school psychologist, and 2 to private psychologists. 
Some of the parents noted a number of agencies to whom they 
had turned for help, but only 7 (53.8 percent) of the 13 
parents.noting behavior problems in their children mentioned 
the RPD as a source of help or referral. 
Employment experience was considered an important 
" 
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factor in adolescent adjustment. When asked about the work 
~ 
experience of their teenage deaf child, most parents said 
their child had worked. Fifteen (68.2 percent) of the par­
ents said their child had had a full time job at least during 
the summer and four (4), others said that baby-sitting, paper 
routes or field work were the extent of their child's 
.experience. Of the' 19 te,enagers with some work experience, 
RPD was involved in securing the job in ·9 cases, but 7 others 
found the jobs on their own. 
Future Services. 
The parent interview also sought informa'tion on where 
they pl,an to find necessary services in the future. Three 
areas of potential need were discussed: behavior problems, 
educational problems, and adjustment problems. Table IV 
p~esents the persons or agencies par~nts ,considered as 
pot-ential resources in de,aling with problems after high' 
school, Parents see ~he RPD support staff as the most 'con­
sistent resource' to them with any kind of problem. Public 
and private mental health providers and the regular school 
personnel are the second most common resource suggested by 
parents. More than 33, percent of the parent's said that they 
'~ad no idea where to find'services for' adjustment problems, 
and did not see the RPD as a source ,of meaningful referral. 
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TABLE IV 

RESOURCES FOR DEALING WITH FUTURE PROBLEMS, 

IDENTIFIED BY PARENTS 

Resources Behavior Education Adjustment 
f* %** f % f* %** 
Don't Know 4. 18.2 8 34.8 
·RPD Staff 7 21.2 4 18.2 4 17.4 
Regular School (not RPD) 5 15.2 4 18.2 
Teacher 4 12.1 4 18.2 1 4.3 
Public/Private Agency 5 15.2 5 21.7 
Portland Corom. College 4 18.2 1 4.3 
Vocational Rehab. 3 13.0 
Minister/Priest 4 12.1' 
Other Parents/F~iends 4 12.1 
Physician 4 12.1 -
Deaf Community 1 4.3 
No Need 2 9.0 
TOTAL RESPONSES 33* 100.0** 22 100.0 . 23 ' 99. 8 ~**' 
.. " " . " ... 
* Some parents noted more than one resource.

** Indicates the percentage of the responses in this 

category. 
*** Less than 100 percent due to rounding. 
When teachers and support staff at the RPD were asked 
where they would ref~r a parent or student with a problem, 
the most likely resource was the.RPD psychologist. The 
ranked frequency of referrals suggested by staff are presented 
in Table V. 
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TltSLE V 
-REFERRALS SUGGESTED BY RPD STAFF FOR STUDENTS 
WITH EMOTIONAL OR BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS 
Referral Weighted frequency* 
RPD Psychologist 11 
RPD Social Worker 8 
Teacher 3. 
.Supervisor 4 
" 
Outside Agency 4 
Parent Conference 3 
* 	RPD staff were asked to list their 
first second and third referral, 
first choice was scored 3, second 
choice 2, and third choice 1 point. 
It should be noted that the responses recorded in Table V 
represent only two teachers and five support personnel. For 
this reason, mention is made of referral to teachers and 
parents as well as to other support staff •. However, referral 
to an outside agency was not mentioned by the teachers or 
the support staff except the psychologist and social worker. 
Service Delivery Problems. 
lri order to get some ,indication of the perceived break­
downs in the system of service delivery to deaf youth and 
their families, parents and RPD staff were asked to identify 
the most serious problems faced by deaf teenagers. Parents 
thought the biggest problems we~e social, noting 
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social acceptance and s6cial' life in 9 cases. The lack of 
maturity or direction in the ,teenagers life and~future 
problems with employment were rated as the second and third 
greatest concerns of parents • Teachers and staff tended to 
. identify problems .in their own field of expertise. Voca-' 
tional counselors saw employment problems and teachers saw 
educational problems as most serious •. 
The final area of concern in the s~udy was to ask par­
ents and school staff to suggest improvements in the service 
delivery system•. While one parent noted that less.involvement 
b~ school personnel would be an .improvement, 11 parents (40.7 
percent of all respo~ses) ,felt that increased,information, 
. . 
cooperation and encouragement for parents by RPD staff would 
provtde the. greatest improvement in the system. When school 
~taff were asked the same quest~on,: four areas of improvement 
were noted by two or more staff persons. Coordination among 
staff within the RPD and with outside agencies was seen as an 
iroportant improvement. Parent awareness and parent-teen 
communication training was suggested by two staff .persons, 
, and two mentioned the need for a residential unit for teens 
with temporary emotional and family problems. 
Discussion 
Incidence of Behavioral Problems. 
The interviews with parents and survey of the teach,ers 
indicate that the incidence of behavioral problems in deaf 
~eenagers is as least as high as among an entire school-age 
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population. ,The sample is very small and has some variables 
that were ,not controlled, so exact estimates cannot be 
assumed. Only those parents and teachers who chose to return 
the questionnaires could be included i~ the sttidy so there is 
a possibility that those who felt their child or, student was 
problemed would be more likely to respond. However the iri­
.cidence of behavioral problems among teenagers in-Portland 
may range ~rom a high of 59.1 percent noted in parent ratings 
of their own children to a low of 27.3 percent when only 
those students rated as problemed b¥ both parents and school 
are considered. For boys, the rate may be as high as 73 per­
cent when ratings of parents alone are considered. It is 
important to note that both parents. and teachers iden·tified 
,J 
boys as'behavior problems more often than girls. 
Service Availability. 
Nearly half the parents of deaf teenagers received no 
real assistance in dealing with the emotional and informa­
tional needs associated with the diagnosis of deafnes~ in 
their ,child. The lack of effective and accessible services 
is accentuated by the dependence of parents have on distant 
and incomplete sources of information like the John Tracy 
Clinic. Doctors and special clinics or centers provide only 
minimal help and knowledge to parents and it is often with 
the'pre-school teacher or other parents that the first 
affective support and sharing of resourc~s is accomplished. 
The emotional trauma in most cases is struggled through 
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without professional assistance or ignored in the hectic 
proces~es of diagnosis and' prescription. 
At school age, support and encouragement to parents is 
only slightly more visible. For children exhibiting behavior 
that is disruptive, the school become~ involved and parents 
usually find this interven·tion helpful. But for reasonably 
well adju~ted, introverted or nondisruptive students the 
{
school provides very limited adjustment help contact or needs 
beyond the classroom are left unattended. 
Future Services. 
When faced with the transition from school to young 
adulthood, parents are, not surprisingly, frustrated and 
baffled by the service syste~. Almost half the. sources of 
future help identified by parents were' school personnel at 
tne RPD or the regular high school. This' probably indicates 
an awareness of the teacher is concern for their child, but 
the survey of RPD staff shows that teachers and most support 
personnel (other than those specifically trained in social 
service) are not aware of community resources and would not 
be a viable source of referral for future adjustment, educa­
tion or behavior assistance. 
While 40 percent of the parents note the primary need 
in service delivery is encouragement, information. and cooper­
ation; the school personnel see service delivery improvement 
• t 
in offering parent awareness classes and additional services 
for troubled teenagers. 
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Personal Conclusion. 
The results of this study though not conclusive, 'pro­
vide substantiation of previous research. Services are not 
easily accessible to parents.or to deaf children. The frag­
mentation of services into medical,'educational, and reha­
Qilitative seems to offer minimal transition assistance and 
·parents often have to seek out. services without referral. 
Although hearing and speech centers and schools do 
intervene with parents, this usually occurs when the child 
has become a problem for the center or the school. When par­
'ents feel needs at home, the educational resources tend to . 
provide. no help if the problem is not expressed in the class­
room. 
Parents have expressed the need for a consistent, 
balanced and informative involvement py someone who is not 
co~itted to one profession or one life period. Parents 
could be assisted in their emotional and decision makirtg 
crises by someone who is not limited by the child's age or 
his presenting condition. 
CHAPTER III 

MOPELS OF SERVICE DELIVERY TO THE DEAF: 

A SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 

The preceding discussion h~~ indicated that the deaf 
9hild and his family ,stand in need of special services a~ross 
a broad range of professional i~~erests. In addition to each 
.individual service requirement, there is an apparent need for 
a direction to the service delivery and a comprehensive array 
of services. This chapter presents a brief investigation of 
the four principal models of delivery of social services to 
deaf people that are apparent in the literature. Each of the 
four models represents a specialty, but has ~ttempted to 
increase the comprehension of service by incorporating other 
disciplines. These are the. "demonstration" service systems, 
that represent the innovative ap~roaches 'attempted or proposed 
tiy four .specific service areas. 
vocational Rehabilitation Model. 
,Perhaps the'oldest system through which a compliment of 
services are offered a client is the vocational rehabilitation 
movement. Wesson (1973) notes that the history of rehabil~­
tation indicates that services were primarily the .contribution 
of persons concerned about the welfare o~ crippled children 
.and disabled war veterans. Hence the development of services 
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in rehabilitation correspond to mov,ements for services to 

childre'h, and legislation benefiting war veterans. 

Rusalem and Baxt (1973) list 14 methodologies through 
which rehabilitation services are or could be delivered to 
citizens. These methods range from simple client initiative 
through utilizing the family or developmental system to in­
.volvement'in community organization movements. According to 
their- analysis of these methods for ~eaching clients, one 
,factor remains, some clients will not be reached and some 
services will not 'be offered. 
In a study of the organizational co~ponents of reha­
bilitation agencies, Wesson (1973), notes the multi-dimen­
sional professionalism which must be involved to accomplish 
rehabilitation. It is not surprising that fragmentation, 
lack of coordination and inefficient referrals abound in so 
complicated a process. ~hysicians, therapi~ts, social 
workers, psychologists, guidance counselors, educators, and 
prosthetists, to name only a few, are involved in the'process 
from within two thousands different ag~ncies nationwide. 
In order to overcome some of the competition and con­
fusion in delivering rehabilitation service, the federal" 
government has attempted integration and coordination through 
a comprehensive approach. 
Thus the concept of,the "rehabilitation center" has 
emerged as a suggested institutional norm for the 
field. This kind of institution, designed to meet . 
the needs of the whole client was conceptualized as 
something new: They are not ~ospitals, schools, or 
industries, but partake of, the characteristics of 
all these. (Wesson, 1973). 
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The center model attempts to bring together all'the pro­
. 
fessionals and para-professions involved in the process as a 

"team" rather than the hierarchical' system found in a school 

or hospital. 

In the field of deafness; this attempt to develop a 
center of services has been tried 'in several cities. Bolton 
.(1975) has described one such center in Hot Springs, Arkansas. 
The components of a comprehensive center' indicate the in­
,creased services necessary for vocational preparation of 
multi-handica~ped 4eaf person. As described by Bolton (1975} 
.the elements of the program are: (1) case management and 
counseling; (2) personal. and social services such "as super­
vised living an~ personal adjustment programs; and (3) vo­
cational preparator¥ services, including skill training, 
evaluation, and work adjustment. 
In the private sector, several cities have received 
federal demonst~a~ion money to establish comprehensive ser­
vice centers. T.he Pittsburgh Counseling Center (Shrayer. and 
Dillenburg, 1974) has become a model for other cities. 
Centers have also been established in Dallas, San Diego, 
Kansas City, Indianapolis, and several other cities (Spellman, 
.1974). The basi~ focus o~ such a co~unity service center 
is to overcome the communication barriers that separa~e deaf 
persons from regular community services. Shrayer and 
Dillenburg, (1974) comment; however, that some direct. service 
is required of the community center since available service 
agencies in the community cannot or will not deal with'some 
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problems encounter by the deaf. 
Perhaps the greatest drawback ,in these model centers is 
their scarcity. The Department of Vocational Rehabilitation 
considered this fact as a guiding principle in preparing a" 
Model state Plan for Vocational Rehabilitation of the Deaf 
(1973). In areas where comprehensive" centers are not avail­
'a:ble~ the Model state Plan (1973:. 7)" affirms that "every 
deaf client has a right to be provided all the services he 
needs to achieve the degree of vocational independence that 
reflects his native abilities. The~e services must include. 
adjustment and vocational training, job placement, counseling 
and follow alo~g services. 
Personal Conclusion. 
Although rehabilitation has been by far the most com­
prehensive deliverer of 'services, certain restrictions limit 
the continuity of service. The basis of rehabilitation ser­
vice' is vocational,' and even though the severely disabled are 
to be considered, funding limits prohibit service delive~y to 
the very' young or the very ol~ and focus primarily on work 
,.' 
adjustment rather than personal problems. Once employment 
has been secured, the rehabilitation agency has accomplished 
its service delivery. Follow-up may be offer for a limited 
time, but subsequent personal, legal, emotional, or family 
pro~lems are not within the service realm of vocational 
rehabilitation. 
A wide variety of services are afforded clients under 
this model, but client accessibility is determined by 
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employability and work' status. Only adults and only those 
who require training and/or employment counseling are 
accepted for service. 
Mental Health Model. 
A second context within which some integration of ser- ' 
vices can be offered is a comprehensive mental health program. 
Schlesinger and Meadow (~972d: 50) describe such a program 
from a community psychiatry ,base. The goals of s·uch a 
program are pr~vention, reduction and relief of psychiatric 
illness with emphasis on. the 
provision of comprehensive services for the maximum 
number of patients and a systematic attempt to, 
mobilize and deploy community resources most effi­
ciently and effectively for this purpose. 
The mental health model d~ffers from the rehabilitation model 
primarily in its concern for prevention rather than resto-'i 
1 
ration. Mental health attempts to bring services to the pri-I 
I 
I' mary and secondary level as well as the rehabilitative level, 
through community education and early intervention programs. 
The literature identifies three comprehensive mental 
health programs for the deaf community in addition to thej 
j' San Francisco program described by Schlesinger and Meadow 
I (1972d). Altshuler and Rainer (1968) have described the com­
! 
prehensive program of clinical services in New York which in­
clude cGnsultation and collaboration with other agencies. 
'St. Elizabeth's Hospital in Washington, D.C. has been the 
demonstration program of the federal government which not 
only trains personnel, but provides a wide array of clinical 
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and evaluation services!" In Illinois, disturbed deaf child­
ren and adults receive care from a joint project of the 
David Siegal Institute and Michael, Reese Hospital which has 
been described by Stein,(1974). The most difficult cases in 
the Illinois program'are identified as the 18-25 year old 
deaf patients who because'of behav10r and anti-social problems 
'require a multitude of restorative services. 
The conceptual mode,l offered by Schlesinger and Meadow 
(1972d) emphasizes the essential character o'f a broad range 
of preventative services and specialties that must-be involved 
in delivering comprehensive service. 
Deafness is more 'than 'a medical diagnosis; it is a 
cultural phenomenon in which social, emotional, 
linguistic and intellectual patterns are inextri­
cably bound,together. It is not surprising that 
the deaf individual requires services from a 
~ultiplicity of disciplines. (53). 
In order to, adequately meet the needs· of deaf per~o,ns within 
the context of the multiple services required for mental' 
health, 'the conceptual model of community mental health re­
quires not only clinical services but collaboration with 
other. agencies, consultation and community organization. 
Personal Conclusion. 
'The great'advantage of the mental health model is the 
inclusion of education and prevention s~rvices along with 
restorative treatment. Unlike the rehabilitation model, 
mental health is ideally ,concerned with the whole client. 
Service is coordinated in his work, family and personal 
adjustment'and public awareness programs seek to prevent 
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problems before they become seriou~. 
The one drawback of this model is the limit of its 

scope. Even though prevention is a goal, restoration of 

clients with serious problems take the majority of t,ime and 

effort. Also" it is only those deaf persons who have iden­

tified their problem as mental or emotional who will seek, 

assistance. Those with legal problems, concerns about edu­

cation or speech training still must fumble through the' 

system without assistance or direction. 

Professional Consultation Model." 
In many circles, much att~ntion has been paid to the 
necessity of educating those who deal with 'the deaf. If 
doctors were more sensitive to the psychological, educational 
and adjustment problems that their diagnosis initiates, a 
more fluid system of referrals could be provided the child 
and his family. Cooper (1971) has proposed a "non-system" 
that'would involve the deaf community and parents of deaf 
children ~n a lo~ally based campaign to provide ~nformation 
and assistance to professional in,facilitating referrals. In 
the place of a monolithic government structure, Cooper suggests 
that critical stages in a deaf child's life be coordinated 
. ~y the dominate agency involved at that stage. Doctors and 
hospitals, schools and rehabilitation facilities would become 
"centers of responsibility" for the coordination of services 
at the life stage when they are most involved with the child. 
Parents and deaf persons would serve as co~sultants 'about the 
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multiple needs that must be met. 
Another consultation approach has been attempted by the 
Social and Rehabilitation Service in establishing Regional 
'Resource Centers for the Deaf. Walker (1974) describes the 
RRCD as providing information for the deaf and those who deal 
with the deaf. The primary.means of providing this informa­
.tion is through literature and consultative resources. The 
RRCD·concentrates .expertise on deafness that can be made 
available to a particular cli~nt,or to an agency or organiza­
tion. By training professions in short-term orientation pro­
grams, offering aS'sistance to police 'departments and local 
juri$dictions, the .RRCD can begin to provide some of the 
awareness that is so needed in the general public. 
Another direction has been begun in Rhode Island where 
the school for the deaf has systematic~lly widened its con­
cern to include deaf 'adults (Spellman and Swain, 1974). 
Through an Adult Services Section, the school maintains con­
ta~t with the adult deaf community and provides vocational 
counseling, continuing education and consultation. The out­
growth of this activity has been a greater awareness of the 
needs, of deaf students and establishment of a vehicle for the 
continuing concern of school personnel for the welfare of 
deaf persons. School personnel have begun to serve as con­
sultants to other agencies who deal with deaf 'clients. 
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Personal Conclusion. 
The services included under this model are not as 
clearly defined as in the previous models.' The basic tenet 
that greater responsiveness can be drawn from the general 
system if occasional consultation makes service providers 
aware ,of the specific needs of the deaf. Perhaps the major 
-obstacle to effectiveness in this model is the relatively 
small deaf populationA ~ecessary providers like public wel­
fare,"courts and medicine have such inf~equent contact with 
the deaf that professional workshops or awareness campaigns 
.	do not provide sufficient assistan~e to the professipnal,' or 
the client. 
Iriformation, Re,ferral, Advocacy Model. 
One final methodology for coordinating servic~~ to the 
deaf has been developed around the delivery of information. 
The Regional Resource Center (Walker, 19.14) mentioned pre­
viously, is one incidence of this approach. Through com­
·puterizing lists of personnel, programs and facilities rele­
vant.to the needs of deaf persons and their families, the 
center staff can provide names and addresses of counselors, 
lawyers, or 'service centers by state, city or region. A 
·directory of services for each state of the region is pub­
lished annually to provide easy ~ccess to personnel and pro­
grams. 
In recent years, many national organizations have be­
come aware of the need to p~ovide information 'about deafness! 
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The Council of Organizations Serving the'Deaf, Inc. brings 
together the major service organizations of the#deaf in order 
to coordinate programming and provide nationwide information 
on services. The National Association of the Deaf has been a 
pioneer in bringing information to the adult deaf community 
as well as trying to influence the opinions of parents of 
deaf children and professionals in the field (Jacobs, 1974). 
Through their publishing "house, their monthly magazine and 
chapters in e'very state, the N.A.D. brings information about 
teaching methods, athletic and vpcational accomplishments 
and service improvements to dea,f people throughout the 
coun~ry. Both organizations act as advocates for the. deaf 
nationally with government, legislators and professional 
organizations. ," 
In recent years, the federal government has organized a 
national office ~o provide'information on services to handi­
capped children. The program called "Closer Look" is head­
quartered i~ Washington, D.C. Through consultation with 
parent groups and professionals as well as a newsletter and 
computerized information bank' staff provide inform'ation on 
availability and assistance in development of services 
(Closer Look, 1976). 
In order to make such information more useable to in­
dividual parents a system of' local "direction services" have, 
been funded through the Bureau of Education o~ the Handicapped 
(Monson, 1977). These local centers, now in the demonstration 
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stage, serve various geographic locations from as small as a 
. 
school district to as large as"a state. Services include not 
only information and referral, but limited case work with par­
ents and follow-through services with agencies and programs. 
Personal Conclusion. 
Information is useful.only when it can be related to a 
local situation. A' national clearing house, no matter how 
comp~ehensive or efficient, cannot s~are the subtle distinc­
tions that personal involvement makes possible. No one would 
deny the value and necessity of nationwide advocacy and in­
formation resources, but local knowledge is of utmost impor­
tanc~ when services are needed. 
The "Dire'ction Services" offered by the federal govern­
ment in local areas are,:afascinating possibility •. They are 
too new to be evaluated in any real sense of the word, but 
since they are directed only at children, some mechanism 
needs to be developed for a smooth transition to adult ser­
vice needs. The fact that at least one demonstration pro­
gram is attached to a school setting h~s ,the potential of 
becoming involved in professional protection and inter-agency 
competition. 
Summary_ 
A wide variety of services .are offered or proposed to 
assist deaf persons and'their families with information, di­
rection, and comprehensive service. Each model approaches 
the client from a specific professional perspective. 
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Rehabilitation, medicine, education, and information have all 
provided some coordinati?n of service. However each source 
of service has limits of concern, u~ually based on age, 
serving either adults or children. Those models that cross 
age lines, such as mental health services, limi~ intake by 
requiring some pathology to qualify for service. 
The information centers provide data across age and 
need categories, but have not been able to find the most 
adequate means for following thr?ugh with clients and ~ully 
Qrchestrating the array of services, that may be required at 
particular times and throughout the life of ~ deaf person 
and his family. 
CHAPTER IV 

SERVICE DELIVERY FOR THE 'DEAF: 

A SYSTEMS APPROACH 

The'research has cited the mounting concern over the 
expa~sive social service 'needs encountered by deaf persons 
and their families. Schlesinger and 'Meadow (1972) have 
found a significantly higher rat~ of behavioral problems 
amo~g deaf children than among those children with normal 
hear~~g. They offer extensive data to indicate th~t services 
are needed thro~ghout the development of the deaf child. The 
study, reported here has indicated that ,parents of deaf child-
r~n have no access' to a comprehensive provider who can serve 
the'developmental needs of their child, and they must wind 
through the maze of services each time a new problem is 
presented. Moores (1973) has shown that ~amilies of deaf 
children encounter particular stress periods when social 
services are of utmost importance and when these services are 
often least available because of the age and specialty frag­
mentation of the system. The report of the Rand Corporation 
~Kakalik, et.al., 1974: 15) shows the system itself overly 
complicated and without direction. 
Insufficiency of resources is a major problem, but 
higher funding alone will not solve the basic problems 
that we find pervading nearly all aspects of the 
system: complexity, lack of control and disorganization~ 
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The system currently delivering services to handi­
capped youth defies efficient and effective~ 
operation. ' 
The four basic models which have attempted to bring to­
gether the services needed by deaf persons and their families 
have not provided 'adequate cover.age. The rehabilitation 
model is the most comprehensive~ bu~ focuses on employment as 
-its goal. Because it is aimed at employability, the rehabili­
tation system is not avai,lable to young children, to families 
or to·fully employed deaf adult. 
The Community Mental Health model has been proposed and 
,tested in several cities, provides education, prevention and 
treatment to deaf persons 'of' any age. With limite'd funding 
however,' th.ose w,ith. the most seriolls problems receive the 
bulk of the attention, thus limiting the effectiveness of pre~ 
ventive services. Because it is organized as' a mental health 
service, the program is pathology-specific in the'minds of 
. many deaf persons .and their families and thus does not reach 
the other service needs encountered. 
The other two models, consultation services and the 

information-referral-advocacy model', lack comprehension and 

specific involvrnent with client~. These programs become 

.distant sources of assistance rather ~han direct service pro­
viders or immediate resources for specific guidance and 
direction. 
The analysis of the literature calls for the formation 
of a new model which will encompass b~th the l~fe span needs 
of the deaf person as well as the mulitude of needs encoun­
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tered by him ·and his family at specific stress points.. The 
model must see the deaf person and his family in a holistic 
way, while continuing to impact. the service environment in 
which the deaf person lives and grows. The model must finq a 
means of providing accessibility, comprehensiven~ss and inte­
gration in service delivery. The model proposed here, is "an 
,attempt to accomplish these syst~tn needs for deaf people and 
their families. 
conceptual Framework. 
In order to adequately develop a model. for intervention 
that will meet the basic requirements of access, compreh~n-
siveness·and integration, a theoretical framework must be the 
foundation point. The fundamental concept of systems science 
underlies this attempt at model building. The writer has 
borrowed heavily from the work of William Gordon (1969) and 
Gordon Hearn (1970) in development of this framework. 
'" To briefly summarize the basic constructs of the system 
approach, we can say that the universe is composed of a mul­
titude of inter-locking systems. Each system is a living 
organism which is in constance contact with other systems 
that make up its environment. -For purposes of clarity, the 
principal system (for ~xample, the family) is seen as a living 
organism in contact with it's environment which is a compl~x 
of all those other systems which impinge upon it. The family's 
points of contact with the environmental pystems are "inter­
faces" between the system and its environment. At the inter­
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faces" between the system and its environment. At the inter-' 
face, "transactions" occur. Tnis transaction is a blend of 
the system activity and the impinging environment and both 
are influenced by the transaction •. 
As graphically represented in Figure 1., the transac­
tions occur at the system boundary 'and involve the open area 
.of the system and the proximal area of the environment. 'It 
is important to note that,the hidden. area of the system and 
the distal environment are only ~ndirect influences and are 
not directly involved in the transaction between the system 
and the environment. 
The P9int of the transaction is a matching effort whose 
focus is the coping behavior of the system on the system side, 
and the qualities of the impinging environment outside the 
system. The transaction is an exchange, seeking enhancement 
at both sides of the interface. Both system and environment 
are changed by the exchange. 
The fundamental goal of social work. in this systems 
approach is to promote the growth and gevelopment of the 
organism, while at .the same time being ameliorative to the 
environment. It is an attempt to reduce confusion and 'dis­
organization on both sides of the interface., As Gordon 
.(1969 : 11) states it: 
The' consequences of, transaction for both organism 
and environment are therefore of concern-- in the 
one'case, to reduce or extract entropYi in the other, 
to distribute the extracted entropy in a nondestruc­
tive way to the environment. 
The role then, is to "recycle" the entropy (disorganization) 
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*Adapted from Hearn (1970). 
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extracted from the system in a way that all the other systems 
in the environment will not be damaged. 
Hearn' (1970) develops 'a further analysis of the ecolog­
ical role of social work by identifying three levels of sys­
tem work. Whe'ther dealing with an individual in a group, a 
group on an organization, or an organization in a community, 
soc~al work is involved with systems at their int~rface with 
other systems in their environment. Figure 2. presents the 
three 'levels of social work intervention discussed by,Hearn 
(1970). Level 1 is system work ?t the interface between the 
hidden and apparent parts of the system itself. Level 2 is 
called boundar~ work and occurs in the regions where the sys­
tem and the environment 'interface. At Level 3, envi~onment 
work, the interface is between the distal and the proximal 
environments. There ar~ actually six regions identffied in 
Figure 2 since social work may be primarily involved at 
either side of each interface (i.e., for the system at the 
boundary~ or for the environment at the boundary). 
Development of a Model. 
From this conceptual framework the social service needs 
of de~f persons and their families can best be met by spe­
cific boundary work. Many services exist to meet the special 
needs of the deaf., but the categorization of those needs 
leaves clients constantly seeking out new service providers 
, . 
for new presenting problems. It'has been noted (Walsh, 1977) 
that initial support for emotional 'trauma of the diagnosis of 
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deafness, complete and non-competative, educational and vo­
cational information, preventive mental health services and 
adult life adjustment counseling are either not provided or 
not accessible to deaf persons and their families in most 
cases .. 
What is called for is a dual force in boundar.y work 
that can serve to connect individual families with necessary 
service,providers, and can also impact the service systems so 
t~at ~ntegration and coordination of service delivery will be 
accomplished . 
. This model proposes a continuous boundary work service 
as one means of accomplishing this ~wo-fold task. As shown 
graphically in Figure 3., this boundary work would be done 
at the specific· stress periods identified by Moores (1973) 
and would be professional intervention for di~ection ·offerin~ 
at the environmental transition point"s. The principal ser­
vice en'vironment from which the family system must draw sup­
port (the impinging environment) changes at least five times 
quring the life cycle of the child. Moving from the medical 
environment in which the original diagnosis occurs through' 
education, adjustment, vocati~nal and adult service environ­
ments. As shown in Figure 3., intervention is required at 
all the shaded boundaries-- between the system and the envi­
ronment at each stage, and between the successive primary 
environments. 
In his discussion of social work as boundary work, 
Gordon Hearn (1970) identifies these seven functions as' loci 
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of boundary work in the sy~tems approaph: (1) locating the 
boundaries 1 (2) ,regulating the ~egree of openness; (3) con­
trolling the input and output of the system; (4) facilitating 
the filtering mechanisms of the.sYstem; '(5) regulating the 
form of exchanges; (6) assisting in defining the stringency 
of the boundary; a~d (7) determining how much should be in~ 
.eluded in the system boundary. As conceived of here, 
boundary work is not rehabilitation or mental health inter­
vention, its unique contribution, to the system and the ser­
vice providing environment is "direction." 
"Directive Intervention" seeks, first of all to m-atch 
the family (the system) with those factors in the environment 
which will assist the system's coping mechanisms at each 
stage of development. However, since boundary work is also 
concerned with the amelioration of the environment, this 
directive intervention must also strengthen the environmental 
system by working at the environment-environment boundaries. 
The following portion of this paper will focus on each of 
these two intervention needs and then ~ropose a specific 
model for providing this directive intervention. 
Access Service. 
To serve the complex needs of deaf persons and their 
families in, a continuous and integrative way, the general 
literature on service coordination -can offer insights. Par­
ticularly' germane to the needs 'identified here are the access 
services which have been describe~ by Alfred Kahn (1970). Be 
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sees specific access service as a function within a delivery 
network for three reasons. 
First, the prov1s10n of access is of itself a sig­
nificant social service. • . Second, an access 
service system with adequate feedback and reporting 
machinery can contribute to identifying qualitative 
and'quantitative lacks in the service system and 
can contribute significantly to the planning pro­
cess. Finally, even given the continuing service 
gaps, decent access 'services can end the conspiracy 
of silence or organized obfuscation that perpetuate 
inequality of usage. (p. 95) . 
The development of 'services aimed specifically at ac­
ce~s began with the publi~ health outreach activities of the 
1950's and took on fuller meaning during the community action 
pr~grams of the 1960's. The hope was to make the d~livery 
system-more accessible by sensitizi~g -the public in the first 
instance and the service providers' in the second., 
No matter how accessible an individual service may be, 
there remains the need for an all-enGompassing a~cess service. 
Kahn (1970) points out that the protection of continuous and 
comprehensive care d~mands that the information-advice~refer-
al source be autonomous from direct service delivery sources. 
The need for situation follow through and persistence does 
not lend itself to specialized delivery programs, and pro­
fessional and organizational biases can hinder the provision 
of truly comprehensive and proper service information and 
referral. There is no argument with professionals' commit­
ment to the best interests of the client, but 
. professional and organizational perspectives 
do affect the ways in which a probiem is perceived 
and structured, the values that are held supreme, 
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the priorities given to components of ,and sequences, 
in a solution to a family's difficulties, and the 
"costs" to be tolerated for given outcomes or 
"benefits. II (p. 99) 
As described here, the Directive Intervention service, 
would attempt ~o mediate for the sake of the family between· 
its own coping mechanisms and the professional values, per­
spectives and organizational biases of service providers. 
Kahn suggests the necessity of this service being provided 
outside the direct service agency (separate from the prin­
cipal environment), so that continuity as well as critical 
decisions can'be measured and evaluated by the family. 
Coordinating Service. 
This system-environment boundary work is only one part 
of the 'direction intervention necessary to view,the family­
in-need in a holistic Wqy. The successive environments from 
which services are drawn overlap at critical points of stress 
in the family life of a deaf person. This has been graphi­
cally prepented in Figure 3. In most cases these varied ser­
vices are not coordinated or integrated to relate to the ad­
vancement of the whole family or to every ,aspect of the deaf' 
person's life. An intervention at the environment overlap is 
also necessary. The environment must be recognized as a 
system of providers each requiring boundary work between it­
self and other specialty systems. Only if the specialty 
systems can be mediated and integ,rated can' the entire system 
provide holistic services. 
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Van de Ven (et. al., 1975) distinguishes three ways in 
which the environment can be conceptualized: (1) as an ex­
ternal constraining phenomenon, (2) as a collection of inter­
acting organizations, and (3) as a social system. Since our 
concern is with the environments impact on families rather 
than what the environment does independently, the second con­
·ceptualization is more relevant to our model. We are con­
cerned with how groups of organizations within the environ­
ment establish exchange relationships in order to accomplish 
their goals. "Organizational exchange is any ~oluntary ac­
tivity between two or more organizations which has conse­
quences, actual or anticipated, for the realization of their 
respective goals or objectiv~$" .(Levine and White, 1961: 588). 
Perhaps an example from the field of deafness will 
serve to clarify this point. The v.ocatio.nal rehabilitation 
agency that serves deaf clients has as a goal the best fea­
sible employment placement of the deaf client. In order to 
accomplish this goal, it has to engage in'an exchange with a 
community college to provide.employment training. The 
college can, in turn, attain its goal of developing innovative 
programs in vocational education because of the assured in­
terest of the rehabilitation agency. Hence both agencies can 
attain their goals only through an organizational exchange. 
The focus of the model of "direction intervention" is 
to facilitate these exchanges so that the deaf person or his 
family is served in an integrated., holistic way. The concern 
here is to determine in what way coordination among the 
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../ organizations in the environment can be maximized • 

Jerald Hage (1975) argues that a great many "linkages" 

between organizations have been identified, particularly in 

. sharing information and clients·. However, he, notes, these 
organizational networks are often sequential since many 
clients require services at different stages. Hage suggests 
joint programming 'as the definition of interdependence be­
tween organizations. This assumes that ."the production pro­
cess requires joint efforts or teams that transcend organi­
zati~nal boundaries" (p. 213). What is requ~~ed is not a 
chain of cooperation, but a configuration of interdependence. 
Other researchers have noted (Van de Ven, ~. al., 1975) 
,that the process of getting organizations to work together is 
complicated by the intra-organizational needs of each or­
ganization. The need for autonomy and domain. consensus, as 
well as competition for scarce resources puts similar a~e~cies 
in'conflict rather than eager for cooperation and'interde­
pendence. Litwak and' Hylton (1962: 399) point out this as 
the great difficulty in service integration. 
One strategic problem in interorganizational analysis ' 
concerns co-ordination, a somewhat specialized coordi­
nation, since there is both conflict and cooperation, 
and formal authority struc~ures are ·lacking. . .' The 
organizations being cQordinated are independent, be­
cause they have conflicting values·or because the 
demands of efficiency suggest organizational speciali­
zation, yet they share some common goals which demand 
cooperation. 
Some mechanism or relationship must be developed whic,h will 
provide the interdependence necessary for goal attainment 
(i.e., comprehensive services for deaf persons and their 
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families) while still respecting the basic autonomy of each 
organization. 
In their studies of orientation towards clients as a 
factor in interorganizational collaboration, Lefton and 
Rosengren (1966) distinguish organizations in a lateral and 
longitudinal concern analysis. An organization can 'offer 'many 
.services (plus lateral) or be ver~ specific in its service 
(minus lateral). Similarly, it can maintain concern for its 
clients for a long time (plus longitudinal) or have a ~ery 
,short treatment period (minus longituOinal). 
In a subsequent study (Rosengren, '1968) it was found 
that (among hospitals, at least) newer organizations had 
broad but short term concern for their clients, while older 
organizations tended to become specifically focused but in­
I volved for a long time with their clients. With this back­
!' 
ground" Rosengren (1970: 134), suggests this development of 
an organization: 
Many.service organizations begin life with a broadly' 
focused but short-term interest in clients. This 
occu.rs because if the need to collect clients, garner 
community support and to survive initially without 
access to the predominant organizational,set. 
As they age, they tend toward specific and long­
term orientation toward clients. This happens be­
cause 6f the press of norms of rationality, perfec-' 
tion of technology, membership in the organizational 
set, and the need ,to retain a hold on clienteles in 
order to sustain relationships with other organiza­
tions in the environment. ' 
Considering this develop~ent of competing organizations in' 
the environment, a single organization cannot provide the 
continuity and comprehensi9n required, nor'is self-initiated 
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collaboration going to include" the services necessary to 
serve the whole client~ What is indicated is the need for an 
interdependence mediator who is outside the conflicts over 
autonomy, resources and domain. Some outside organization 
must intervene at the interface between separate delivery 
systems in order to initiate joint programming and compre­
"hensive delivery for the client. 
A Direction Intervention Service Organization. 
This analysis of the"service needs of ,deaf persons and 
their families has indicated the need for specific inter­
vention at both the family-environment boundary and at the 
boundaries between special service providers within the en­
vironment. The research suggests that the provision of access 
asststance can provide information on, critical appraisal of, 
and proper referral to the various servic~ providers. This 
is direction intervention at the system level. Within the 
environment intervention is seen as non-competitive mediation 
for collaboration to accomplish sp~cific interdependent goals 
among agencies serving deaf per~ons and their families. In 
order to accomplish this dual focus of direction intervention 
service, three factors are required. 
First, the direction-intervention services must be pro­
vided by an agency who is not competing for limited resources. 
Therefore this service cannot be an adjunct of direct service 
provision, nor can it be identified with one professional 
specialty or value system. The agency sho'uld be a private,. 
87 
non-profit organization which is directed by consumers and 
managed by persons respected by the various professional . 
specialties. The private status removes the threat to organ­
izational autonomy while the consumer directions offers a 
degree bf authority. 
The second essential factor ·is knowledge of the various 
.professional stances involved in the service environment. 
The staff of this non-profit agency must be aware of the ser­
vices offered and the organizational biases of each service 
provider. This knowledge and the proad view it affords will 
be the basis from which intelligent referral and interorgan­
i'zational collaboration can be directed. 
finally, the direction-intervention service must seek 
out families at· the time when deafness is diagnosed and pro- . 
Vid~ immediate, accurate and complete information. Part of 
this service is to assist families to realize the" impact of 
deafness on their child's life and .their own and to guide 
them with in;0rIn:ation" and referral into and through the ser-· 
vice providing system. If contact is made early and inter­
vention is informative, honest and directive, the agency will 
maintain itself as a continui~g resource to the family and 
later to the deaf adult himself. Through this continuity of 
concern and involvement, the interorganizational expe~tise of 
the agency is enhanced an4 collaboration will become a mean­
ingful option for individual families and the service system 
as a whole. 
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LETTER OF INTRODUCTION 
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RC:GIONAL PHOGnAM Fon THE DC:AFt,,-. '.."lF")" ;I 
\ 
,I 
:.: \.:.:~ i 7910 S. E. r,,1ari<et Street~'.1~~~/ Portlilnd, Oregon 97215 /' '~-
"'"' ....t' Cd' • ~:~\.... d •• ,X 	 ,J 
November 24, 1976 
Dear 'Parents, 
We are o.1ways a.mdous to enhance the total we,ll-being of' your hearing-impaired 
children e...."1d our students. "le are proud to be offering one of the finest' 
educationa.l pr9grams in the North'i'lest. A pru4 t of maintaining hi~h st:.rmd.n.rds, 
~owever, is being constantly critical. of ourselves and ol.l.~ services, . Through 
evaluation we can :f'ind new wa.ys to aid your children ill pr~parine :for a i'uller 
',life. 
Regently lvtr. Patrick Wal.sh, a graduate student at POrtland sta.te University, 
has offered to assist us in identifying and evaluating the "special services If 
We offer ou.'"!: stUdents and their parents. :t.-Ir. vla1sh has had considerable 
experience ,11th hearin~-impaired persons throughout Oregon and we l-Telcome 
this opportunity to,t~~e a critical look at this secondary but very important 
part of our total program at the Regional Facility. 
The research will require tftrackingn the servj.ces provided students "Tho ex:peri­
, ence special problems beca.use of behavioral, emotional or personal difficulties. 
1'0 make this study co.mpreh~nsive) we need both your input and your permission 
to look at th~ services offered your child. 
!J.1he use:f'ulness of 1-tr. Ha.1sh' s study depends on the f'ull cooperation of all of 
u.s, taculty, staft and parents. Please ta.lte a .terT moments to a."'lS'Vler the brief 
questionnaire enclosed. There is also a form' entitled uConsent to Release of 
Information" enclosed vlhich the law requires if we are to identify the services 
provided-to your child. 
Of' course, the inforI!l.3.tion gathered by this study will be maintained in strictest' 
. 	confidence. All the zr.ateriaJ. will. be used o~y by Mr. Vlalsh and only for this 
study. It will not be shared with any other agency and your child will not be 
discussed except in connection with specific, ser/ices offered by the Regional 
ft~~. 	 ~ 
1bank you for your cooperation with 1·!r. yTalsh and your continued support and 
assistance in providing hig." qu.:Uity services for tlre hcering-it1p:l.ired in the 
Portland area. If there are any questions, fecI free to call me,., 
Sincerely l~urs, 
O~''C-~<!/ &. ~~_J~~..a/'2""- ~ L-" "( 
Jrunc s. O. Hawlins ' 

Supervisor 

APPENDIX B 

rARENT QUZSTIOrWAIRE 

.-r' 
EVEN IF YOU CHOO3£ Nor TO GIVE P'::RMISSION FGl A "TRACKING" 07 YOUR 

HE:ARIN.;-Il-1PAIRED CHILD, fIEAS~ Sl!ARE TillS IrIFOfuY.Al'ION WITH US. 

1. 	 V,hat is your child' B age? ( ) male ( ) female 
2. How ~~1l5 .ha.s your c~lld 	been 1nvolvod with the Regional Facility? rears. 
,. 	How Hould you characterize your childts hearing 10ss1 
1111d 
moderate ' What 1s hislher db loss?, 
. severe 
_____db lossprofoundi~ 
4. HOH well can your child 	understand speech? 
i} Understands most words and sentences understands sone NOrds and nhrases understands a tew sounds and occassioDal words 
5. How well does your child 	talk? 
"I ~ re+atively easy to understand 
can say a few phrases 
can say a few words 
can make only non-verbal sounds 
*. 6. Can yo~ ch11~ lip rea.d? () YES ( ) NOIF lES, lIOll well? ____________ 
1. 	 Does your child use "total communication" or sign language? 
( ) YES ( ) NO 
8. 	 Do you or a.ny memberS of your family use total CO%lU:lun1cation or the 
sign langauge of ~he deaf? 
( ) 	YES () NO . 
IF Y'sl;S, who knows s1gi11angauage? _______ 
I 
9. Does your child seem to 	get along well with other children his/herI 	 own age? ________________________________ ___ 
r 
I 	 *. 
I 
I 	
•.! 
I ',10. Have you over sought in/oreation or profossional' assistance to cope with' 
I lOur chUd t e behavior or an emotional problem?
1 
( ) YBS ( ) NO 
IF lES, ploase explain' the proble~ or problems that caused concerns 
97 
11. 	 Has the Regional Facility for the Deaf or any sehool-related~per8on 
ever contacted you regarding your.ch11d t s behavior or an e=ot1onal 
problem? . 
( ) yes ( ) NO 
IF YES, 	 briofly identify the kind of problem or problems that 
caused the school to calli 
12. With \rholll does your child spend most of his/her time outside of 
• school? 	 . 
Mostly with hearing-impaired children 
Mostly with normal-hearing children 
About evenly mixed with hearing and deaf children 
Mostly within the family. has few outside frie~ds 
Mostly alone. watch1ilg T.V., reading. etc. 
I don't know exactly who hiS/her friends are.
1'. Do you feel that your child could benefit from special services because 
of an emotional or behavioral.problem? 
YES, he/she needs help 
. . Not at the present tiree, but in the past .help was needed 
I teel we parents could have benefited from special help
.. 
NO, I don't see any need t~ 
14. Are there any comri1ent~ or explanations you would like to include? ___ 
EVEN IF YOU DO NOT ~ISH TO P~~TICIPAT£ FURTHERs 

Please return this questionnaire in the envelope provided. Ta~NK YOU. 

----~~--~-~~--~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-~---~~--~--~---~~-~-~-~~-~-.~--~-~~. 

Are you willing to assist us in evaluating the present special services 
that are offered problemed children by agreeing.to & follow-up interview. r. 	15. in your home and grantlr~ your consent to release information to us re­
garding the services that .haye been provided to your child? 
( ) YES ( ) NO
..J 
q: IF YES, please give u.s this information and fill-out and sign the "Consent 
~. to Release of Information" form which is .a.ttached. 
-
O· 
(your nue) 	 (ch1ld's name)l-
e.. {address) 	 (phone nwnber)0 	 . . 
The best time to contact me by phone 18'________ 
L 
j' 
'APPENDIX C 
CONSENT TO RSIEASE OF INFORHATION 
I hereby authorize Mr. Patrick Walsh, in conjunction with the 
Portland. Regional j'aci1ity for the Deaf to, '. . 
(1) Review any records or reports t regardless of their source, 
relating to the edqcational. emotional or health treatment 
of since hiS/her enroll-j. (child's name) 
I ment in the Portland Regional Facility.for the Deaf on 
j 
I 
. • and I (enrollme~t date)' 
(2) Interview any ind'~v1dual involved in the training, care 
I' or treatment of since 
. (child's name) 
hiS/her enroll~ent in t~e program. 
I understand that any inforration gained from these activities 
.1s confldcnti~l and will be used only in connection with Mr. Walsh's 
, study to identify the service system for e~otionally disturbed deaf 
children. I understand that .my child's name will not appear in the 
, published study. 
... 
...~l~ed. _______.:--______ 
Print Halts a ______________ 
Pa~nt/gug.rdian ofl ___________.........__ 

Datel ____________________1 
" 19_ 
PIEASE Rb'TU!1N H: TiB ENVr;LOP~ PROVIDED 
., 
or Mil tOI 
" Patrick F. Walsh 
c/o Regionsl Facility for the Deaf 
7910 s.~. Harket Street 
Portland, OreGon 97215 
APPENDIX D 
£$!!f.!R~!!!!!& *** 
lARENT INTc;RVI~tlDatel _______ 
Pa:rent Name 	 ChUd• s Name • Age _. 
DEMChRAPHIC INFOR?I.ATrO~ 
1. Holt' many children in the famlly? _________ 

2'. Other famUy members hearing-impaired? ______________ 

,. ·Are both parents living with at 'present? __________ 

4. Holt' long have you lived in the Portland area? _____- _____­
.5. Wbo are •s principle teachers? ________________ 
School' ____________ 

DIACNOSITIC S::::RVI~S 

I'.. At what age Was diagnosed as hearing-impaired? ________ 

2. 	 By who~ was' the diagnosis made? Process, 
,. 	Was someone made available at that time to h~lp you understand deafness and 

make the initial adjustment to your handicapped child? Process: 

4. 	 Did you seek out more information about deafness? 
Whom did you contact? 

~ow did you find them? 

Who helped you? How? 

5. 	 Did YQu look for counseling or other serv~ces for your family after the 

diagnosis? 

6. 	 How,did you find services for hearing aids, speech training, pre-school 

education, etc.? 

fDUCATIONAL S2RVICSS 
" 
'I. 	At what a.ge dld start hls/her education? ___________ 
Where? 
: 
HO\l did you n.nd out a.bout tho program? 
'. 
1'00 

• 	 2 
,. ·How many schools has • " &ttended? 
Why so many? 

Were chanses expla.ined? 

4•. How often have you been asked to meet with a teacher or sta.:f'f person of 
the Regional Facility? 
Vhat about? 

Have the conferences helped you? 

He~ped your child? 

s. Have you contacted the school about some di~fic~ty? Who? 
i· 
I 	 What about?I Were you satisfied? 
"6.' 	Is recelving voca tlona.l training? . 
Is it needed? 

Is it adequate?
:'" 
1. D?es _ have a job? Has he/she in the pa.s~?" 
How did he/she get it? 

Handle it? 

Vhy not? 

~pend1ng money?" 

8. 	 "Are you satisfied with the education is receiving? 
~RSONAL S~RVIC2S 
1. 	 Do you feel you were/are adequately prepared to deal with the adjustment 
problems of a he«rlng-lmp~lred teenager? 
'Vere do you get information, assistance? 
Who has helped? " 
. 

, 	 101tI 	 ) 
2. _ Do you feel you have been offeree; services by the educa.tipnal system to 
help you cope with problems in.your child's adjustment or emotional 11fe? 
How? 
By whom? 
,. 	What about the whole area of'.maturatiqri? 'Do you see as having any 
difficulty with relation~~ips, self-awareness, sexual awareness, etc? 
Does he/~~e have 1nfo~ztion? 

Have you talked about it? 

Do you know i! any one has? 

4. Do you feei is' reasonably well adjusted. as a teenager? 
1 ' 
Specific problems? . 

. ' Sought help? Whom? 

s. Have you as a family ever sought counseling help? 
Successful? 

Problems with dea!~ess? 

6. 	 Have' you sought heip for emotional/behaviorai problems with' ? 
Where? . 

How did you 'find them, 

,~Satisfied? Problems? 

7. Has the school ever reco~ended testing, counseling? 
Why? 

Satisfied? 

. Problems? 
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8. 	 Do rou noW'. or have you ever, belonged to a parents group for parents 
or hearing-impaired children? ~ 
Where? 

How was it set up? 

Worthwhile? 

Problems? 

9. 	 ~ow many agencies have you been in contaet'with~ 
Crippled Chlldrens Div. Child Development Ctr. 

Portland Ctr. Hearing 8p. Horrison Ctr. 

Infant Hearing Resource Metro Family Services 

State School for Deaf 

FurURE SERVICES 
1. 	 If rou were to have a serious emotional/behavioral problem. with ___ 
to whom would you go for help? 
Vby? 
2. 	 Do you think will need special help in education, adjustment, 
etc., in the future? 
How will you find it? 

Where? 

Who will you ~sk? 

3. 	 Vt;la.t do you think is the biggest problem faCing deaf teenage~ in the 
Portland area? 
. 4. What is the biggest problem faced by parents of deaf teenagers in Portland? 
5. 	 How do you think services to deaf' teenagers (children) and their parents 
could be improved? 
j ~ 
-
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APPENDIX E 
,,II 
ttACH-::R QtJES TIC}:!lJ\ IRS 
,-Wi-r'l;';,:"l;.!.'I.t;'L 
1. 	 Are you a ( ) Rc~ource Roo~ Tencher 
C') Traveling Teacher 
( ) Suporvisor, Support Pe~son' 
~. 	 How long ha~e you been in the Regional Prosra~ tor the Deat? __________ _ 
}. 	 How long have you tau~ht in your present school(s)? 
,. 	 ------------------­
••• BEIIJ\>l IS A LIST OF 26 It::ARn;G-I!'~AlRED HIG!I SC1:00L STUDENTS \'iECSE PARENTS HAV!~ 
I GIVEN vlRlr:L':rza PEFJUS3IOll FOR THIS ~ZArtC;r:I'{ 'IQ REVI:?:\J ALL ru:cc~ Arm REf'ORTS 
'1I .. MID TO CC!XUCT I::?ERV'I:~:S P.zLATI!'G ro, T1!E EDJCATI01~Lt E:·:OTIO:L\L OR ::::ALrrJl 
TRl-:AT1·:s!:rl OE' T:-2IR CHILD. 
•• 	 TEACHE~ A?Z ASSURSD THh.T THIS IltroPJt~TION IS FOR TH:::: EXC1.XTSlVE 'Cs~ OF T!l.t.S 
RESEARCH AN~ t..-r:LL I;CT 3::: SH.A..~ ',lITH P2:!SC:::·jzL OF TIt;; R::::GICii:.r.. FBCGRAH FOR 
THE DEAF, PAR3;'r~:s OR OTit:2R' TZAC:E?S. 1;0 NA1·83 OR IDZ~.zTIF'[ING CHARAC:zRISTICS 
'WILL AFPZA.~ IN T".clE P.ESZARCH RZPCnT. 
STUDENT L!Srr: 
j 
I 
\-	
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_mqefWS~ -~~~ 
..: 
It. - On the student list above, please mnrk an "X" by the nElrr.~s or -those 
studentG you havoc t'!U13ht in the PAST Tmr:::E, YEARS. 
__________ 
_________ 
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,. 	FOR 'J.'~ 5':"RTC'I'LY CCr?!~:;'::ITIAt U~::: OF THIS n:~qF.A~CUt plcnne list those 
studentc you ;nnrkct! 0:1. the prl:vlow:; pat;C 'r!flO t inyour judsement, fl("xhibi t 
behavior which requires a dir.pr<Jportionate ahare of the teacher's time 
or require5 other c:pccial attention." 
Student #1 ____________ Student tP+ __________ 
Student #2 _________- __ Student #5 __________ 
Stude~t tI3 	 - Student iI6 _ 
.) Briefly describe the proble~ of each student. 
Student #1: 
.j Student #2: 
I 
Student #3: 

Student #4: 

Student #5: 

Student #6: 

b) 	 Have you tried to intervene in the ber~vior of any' of these students? 
:.. ()'YF.,8 ( ) NO 

IF IfYES": 

I 
I c) How did you try to help? 
 ~ 
r 	 . . 
I 	 Student #1:I 
I 
i 
! Student #2: 

I 

I 
!. 
i Student #3: 

Student #4: 

Student #5: 

Student #6:

, I 
d) 	 Did you refer any of these children, or their parents, to so~cone 
else for further help? 
(~~ich students?) 
1" 
I 	 (Where did you refer?)I
... 
~ 
--------------------
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6. 	 'FOR T:!E Z7HTC'II,Y CC!:7Tn;:jT!AL tT~~; OF THIS ?':~3r...\nC;rt please list thc.nc 
studcnt~ fro::t tr~e lll':::t !1~~:a W1:.0 nrc lorl your CJ.l.W3 t or being Elcoisted 
by you t AT THE PP.r..SEr;T Turr;. 
Student #1 Student t~ ­
Student #2 • . Student #5 ____________ 

Student #3 Student #6 _'.____________ 

.) 	How often do you schedule regular parent-teacher conferences? 
b) 	 Other than reeulnr conferences" how often and regardins'what have you 
called the parents of: 
Student #1: 
Student #2: 
Student #;5: 
StUdent #4: 
StUdent #5: 
. I 
I. 
i 	 Student #6: 
.... 
. c) 	 How often and regarding what have the student1s parents called you? 
Student #1: 
Student #2.: 
1. 
Student #3: 

StUdent #4: 

'. Student #5: 

". 
Student '1'.6: 

d) 	 ~~ch pare~ts do you feel you have been able tD help with information 
or assistance relati~ to the studentrs behavior? How1 
StUdent #1: 
" 
Student #2: 
Student #3: 
Student fA: • 
"0 
Student #5: 
Student (16: 
-----------------
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If you were to idcntiry n soriouo emotionnl or behavioral problem with7.• 
one of :Jour stucicntn (or if the porent::; were to ask you for holp). who 
vould :Jou contact? (:Jour co~~ntG are appreciated) 
First Contact: 
Second Contact: 
,Third Contact: 
8. 	 Vnat do you feel is the most soriouS, problem facing hearing-impaired' 
teenaeers in the Portland area? 
9. 	 In what way do you feel that the provision of social 3ervices for 
hearing-icpaired youth and their pqre~ts could be improved? 
• j 
. ! 
10. Any further cooments you may wish to share will be greatiy apprec~ated. 
" 
THAN'S< yoa V!.RY KOC:I FOR YOUR THiS AND CCOp£nATION 
If clarification or ~ore information is needed, may I contact you? 
( ) NO 
( ) YES •• Na~e School 
Home phon~ School Phone ________ 
" 
" 
